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Merry Christmas
Cute and cuddly Freddy the Border Collie puppy helped
the CFA get ready for summer recently as Warrandyte’s
Christmas celebrations heat up.
It’s also a reminder to “Be Ready” for the bushfire
season as the hot weather kicks in. Do you have a plan?

If not it’s definitely time to put one together. One thing is
certain, our dedicated fire fighters are well prepared. We
were on scene for a recent CFA training exercise. See
pages 16-17.
PHOTO: BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY
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“You don’t truly know a woman until you understand
every word she isn’t saying to you”
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the Chapter FIVE
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North THE FINAL FLING
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.
IG Cat Blues goes viral but

THE BLACK CAT MYSTERIES

Sonny Boy keeps a low profile.
Travis’s metal detector leads
them into trouble when they
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
come face to face with the cat
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon at McCarthy’s cottage.
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Footballers are competitive, cricketers
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young are competitive apart from Australian
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb ones, but newspaper editors take the
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte competitive cake, a fact now being
demonstrated by an outbreak of petuhas been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
lance rarely witnessed outside a kindergarten.
“Three months you’ve been on this story,
Dickson!” bawled Poddy, his face the colour of stewed rhubarb. “Three months
of stalking DI Ryan and even fainting in
his bloody arms but when the cops finally
do a presser who gets the exclusive?”
The newspaper he’d been brandishing
like a fly swatter slammed onto the desk,
its hundred point headline screaming
betrayal:
HERALD-SUN SCOOP! WARRANDYTE
FOLKIE SLAYED BY WILD PANTHER!
“You think my old cronies at News Limited aren’t laughing their sub-heads off.
Snatching a scoop from right under my
nose! I’m an absolute joke!”
“I’m sorry, Poddy, I really am, but I can’t
help feeling there’s something missing
in all this.”
“My reputation, that’s what’s missing!
Shot to pieces! I might as well give the
game away!”
Not that I took him seriously for a moment.

pistol from the Isosceles position.
“Here’s your killer Detective!” I yelled.
“I know,” yelled back Ryan. “Get out of
the way so I can shoot the thing before it
eats the little round guy!”
“Not the cat, the head! That’s your killer
and if I’m not mistaken this is the murder
weapon!”
With a flourish I produced a Glad Bag from
my pocket containing a garden trowel
I’d found in the veggie garden on my last
visit. It was all a bit dramatic I know, but
the cameras were flashing and an old
Follies stager like me could never resist
her moment in the spotlight.

A SPECIAL PLACE

DECEMBER

Much to
celebrate!
232 Yarra St

Warrandyte
0411 528 142
HOURS
Wed-Sun: 11am-5.30pm

I couldn’t let it go. I rang Constantin Petrescu, aka Catman, for a second opinion.
I’m not fluent in Romanian profanity but
I got the impression he thought the idea
lacked credibility.
“…Bathsheba never attack no one! She
pussycat. She follow James round like a
puppy. Even sleep on his bed!”
“James?”
“Circus hand. Used to feed and exercise
the animals.”
“Used to? What happened to him?”
“Dunno. They fire him for leaving Bathsheba’s cage door open.”
Doesn’t sound like an unfair dismissal
case to me.
I was busy at the computer when Travis
burst in, beside himself with excitement.
“Guess who I’ve just been speaking to on
the phone? Michael Gudinski!”
He hadn’t given me much of a chance
to answer but I don’t think I’d have got
it anyway.
“He wants to sign us and release Big Cat
Blues!”

By ALAN CORNELL

“So the Peskey Brothers are going to be
famous!”
“Well, not exactly. He wants to change the
name. To the Sonny Boys. We’re kind of
like the backing band.”
“Don’t quote me but I’m not sure that’s
going to happen,” I said, pressing the print
button on my computer. A copy of Victorian Miner’s Right Number 69041 chugged
its way into the outray. There were two
signatures at the bottom. This time Ryan
would have to listen to me.
I rang the Ringwood Police Station but
Ryan Ryan had just left. Apparently there
was a killer on the loose in Warrandyte
and something told me they were heading
for McCarthy’s cottage.
When we got there the place was surrounded. A Special Ops team in full
protective gear was covering every door
and window, and behind them hovered a
bevy of reporters and cameramen, thirsty
for the capture of the killer cat holed up
inside.
“It’s in there alright!” shouted Ryan peering from the safety of the porch window.
“And remember, it’s lethal, so go in firing!”
But before the sharpshooters could make
a move, a small rotund Rumanian dashed
full tilt towards the cottage shrieking,
“Pisica rea, Bathsheba! Pisica Rea!”
“Stop!” shouted Ryan. “That animal’s a
killer!”
But Constantin was already through the
door with your intrepid reporter hot on
his heels and the somewhat more trepid
Travis Peskey vacillating behind us.
Bathsheba lay sprawled against a rolled
up rug and a small stack of floorboards
that had been lifted from the centre of the
room. In a flash she was up on her hind
legs, her front paws planted on the little
man’s shoulders, licking his face like a
boysenberry choc top.
“What in tarnation’s all this godaymed
ruckus!” boomed a head from the middle
of the floor.
“Bert?” said Constantin.
“Catman?” said the head.
“Sonny Boy?” said Travis.
“Everybody freeze!” roared Ryan stepping
into the doorway brandishing his service

“Match the tines on this garden trowel
with the slashes on the victim’s throat
and I reckon you’ve got your man!”
Warrandyte Diary, December 2016:
Sometime prospector Albert W. James,
aka circus hand Bert James, aka bluesman
Sonny Boy, was yesterday charged with
the murder of unsung folk singer Malarkey
McCarthy.
Born in Clarksdale, Mississippi, Blues
capital of the Magnolia State, James spent
most of his life drifting around America in
a hallucinogenic haze. During one particularly scary trip he had a vision that a
golden hairpiece would one day become
president of the United States, and fled as
far away as a merchant hulk could take
him. By day James worked as a roustabout
at Silvers Circus; by night he joined kindred
musician Malarkey McCarthy in search
of the long lost Jimmy Luck strike which
Malarkey was certain ran directly under the
cottage. When the two men struck it rich,
James absconded from Silvers with Bathsheba, Australia’s only performing panther
and secreted the animal in Johnson’s
mine on Fourth Hill. Arranging occasional
sightings of the mystery creature, James
managed to excite the curiosity of the local
community and establish a scapecat for
McCarthy’s brutal demise.
Forensic tests found James’ fingerprints
on a blood-stained garden trowel recovered at the cottage. Arresting officer, Detective Inspector Ryan Ryan of Ringwood
CID, acknowledged the assistance of the
Diary in his investigations.
So that’s how it ended. I got my scoop.
Catman and Bathsheba were reunited.
The Peskey Brothers got their contract,
replacing Sonny Boy with an albino
harmonica player from Hurstbridge. My
editor got his reputation back, though
he still quit the paper. For a going away
present we gave him a kitten. Small and
black. It’s already gone viral on YouTube.
He’s forever posting it on YouTube.
Tracy Dickson, Warrandyte Diary.
THE END
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Investigation underway
AN independent investigation is to be undertaken by Christopher Wren QC into the circumstances surrounding the failure of Nillumbik Shire
Council to notify the Minister for Planning of the
abandonment of Planning Scheme Amendment
C101 in April 2016.
Mr Wren is a pre-eminent authority in town
planning and local government. He has practised
as a barrister for over 40 years and was appointed a Queen’s Counsel in 2005.
He has on several occasions been appointed
to conduct, or assist in the conduct of, significant investigations by Government and other
authorities including in respect to practices
within various municipalities.
He has also been appointed previously as a
part-time member of the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (Planning Division) and is the author
of the 1990 “Wren Report” into the Planning
Appeals System Review.
The decision to conduct the investigation was
made following a resolution at a recent Ordinary
Council Meeting.
This investigation follows on from the recent
handing down by Deputy President Dwyer on 11
November 2016 of a decision in the VCAT case
of Parsons v Shire of Nillumbik.
In that case Deputy President Dwyer found that
Nillumbik Council in its capacity as planning
authority for Amendment C101 to the Nillumbik
Planning Scheme had effectively abandoned
the Amendment pursuant to the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 provisions through the

resolution of the Policy and Services Committee
made 13 April 2016.
DP Dwyer declared that the resolution of the
Ordinary Council Meeting held 26 April 2016, to
request the Minister for Planning appoint a panel
to hear submissions in relation to Amendment
C101 was legally ineffective and the earlier

abandonment decision of the Policy and Services Committee made 13 April 2016 remained
effective.
This investigation will operate as a review of
the actions that took place following the 13 April
2016 Policy and Services Committee Meeting and
the failure of council to immediately implement
that decision by notifying the Minister for Planning in writing in accordance with the legislative
requirements.
Nillumbik Shire mayor Cr Peter Clarke said:
“Our corporate governance processes are essential to the delivery of good local government.
“In order to ensure that high standards of
governance are maintained, this investigation
will advise council what action should be taken
or the procedures to be implemented as a result
of this investigation.
“This independent review is the fair and appropriate course of action and will enable the public
to make submissions to be considered by the independent and highly experienced investigator.
“Once the review is completed, the results will
be made public.”
Advertisements will be placed in newspapers
and on social media, inviting public submissions
to Mr Wren.
Meanwhile members of the public can make
submissions by email to NillumbikC101investiga
tion@huntvic.com.au or by post to Hunt & Hunt
Lawyers, GPO Box 1533N, Melbourne, Victoria,
3001. Attention: Nillumbik C101 Investigation
until 5PM on December 9.

Follow that Christmas Star

By PAM LAVERY

STARS, angels, bells and Christmas trees capture
the imagination of children as they wonder what
Christmas Day will bring.
Christmas is a joyful time of year for most,
especially for children, as a plethora of Christmas symbols decorate our homes and the
community.
The Warrandyte Uniting Church wants to share
its love of Christmas with the community and
this year has created a series of window displays
entitled ‘Follow the Star’. Everybody is invited
to visit this already well-known community

space with its beautiful mosaic artwork, labyrinth and peace garden. This time visitors can
follow the stars and enjoy the Christmas story
as it unfolds outside the church. Stars, angels
and animals have been made by children at
Warrandyte Primary School and local kinders.
The Warrandyte Girl Guides have also made
stars as have the Booroondara Outreach Ministries – caring for people with mental health
issues.
Follow the Star is an inclusive community project and event which will be open to the public
next Thursday and Friday (December 15-16)

between 6pm and 9pm on both days.
There will also be a Giving Tree and the opportunity to place a gift for those who can’t
afford to celebrate Christmas. These will be
distributed to the needy by Unitingcare. Other
features of this event include free kids activities,
a last minute Christmas gifts stall and a photo
booth where you can dress up as an angel or
a wise man or any part of the Christmas story
and take your own photo.
Follow the Star is a free community event at
Warrandyte Uniting Church, Taroona Avenue.
Picture: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

By SANDI MILLER

THE Victorian Civil and Administrative Appeals Tribunal (VCAT)
has overturned the C101 planning
amendment that was to affect rural
property owners across Nillumbik.
The amendments of the Environmental Significance Overlay,
consisted of four schedules, which
would have seen landowners have
extensive planning restrictions
placed over their properties.
• ES01 which relates to core habitat
of faunal and habitat significance
• ES02 which relates to buffer
habitat
• ES03 which relates to urban habitat in township and residential areas
• ES04 which relates to waterways
including Yarra and Plenty River
environs
This amendment was originally
voted down by the Nillumbik planning committee in April 2016, however, this decision was overturned
by a full council meeting two weeks
later. This in turn was met with an
appeal by residents group Pro-Active
Landowners (PALs) who took the
decision to VCAT.
On November 11, VCAT decided
the original committee decision was
valid and issued orders which:
• Confirm the lawful decision of the
Policy and Services (P & S) Committee to abandon C101 in its entirety at
its meeting of April 13, 2016,
• Confirm that council had failed
in its legal obligation to advise the
Minister for Planning of the lawful
decision of the P & S Committee, and
• Require the council to now notify
the Minister of its lawful decision to
abandon C101 in its entirety.
Spokesperson for PALs Max Parsons issued a statement scathing of
the former Nillumbik Council and
called for the resignation of the CEO.
“This is all about the power of the
people. It appears to me that bureaucrats, as well as the majority of the
previous Councilors, had apparently
considered the views of the people
irrelevant and not worthy of consideration,” he said.
Nillumbik mayor Cr Peter Clarke
said: “This is the right outcome for
the community. It was a controversial planning matter which our rural
residents were concerned about”.
“The community spoke through
their selection at the recent local
government election and this decision at VCAT, and the abandonment
of Amendment C101, will be welcomed by many,” he said.
As we go to print, another planning
amendment, C81, which deals with
Significant Landscapes Overlays, is
being reviewed by the Minister for
Planning. Mr Parsons said that PALs
would also be fighting to have that
amendment overturned.
“We will continue to work tirelessly (that is, without much sleep) to
complete the double and get C81
abandoned as well,” he said.

We wish you all compliments
of the season.

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

Planning
changes
quashed

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

If you are buying a new car or other asset,
speak to us before you purchase to ensure
appropriate taxation planning is in place.
“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

Like us

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Alpaca carnage
By RUTH BIRCH

Traffic chaos
A CONCERNED resident recently
sent in these photos of a second
accident in a month while driving
her children home from Anderson’s Creek Primary School – a
time, she explained, when kids
ride bikes, other people are walking and occasionally horse riders
use the area.
“A friend of mine was almost
pushed into the creek in their
car with her daughter,” the local
school mum said.
“I live on Husseys Lane and wild
traffic has become a scary issue
but council refuses to address it.
Since sending this photo/incident
we have learned of another the
week prior and a third last week
at the top of Husseys Lane on the
blind bend off Beauty Gully Rd
which was a head-on smash.
“My husband chatted with the
engineering department at Manningham council a few times without much support or interest in the
events or potential death that lies
ahead with either car, horse, walker or bike rider.”
The woman said Manningham
council had said the road was
“Built to carry 2500 cars per day”,
prompting her to tell the Diary:
“You can’t even drive two cars side
by side each way! Also, some council worker told my husband to put
it in writing and hung up on him
before suggesting council would
make each resident pay to widen
the road – yeah, right!”

A WONGA Park family has experienced every pet owner’s worst nightmare after nine of their 16 alpacas
were viciously mauled to death by
three out-of-control dogs.
On the night of November 8 two
Alaskan Malamutes and one Belgian
Shephard got away from their owner
as they walked in an off-lead reserve.
The owner frantically searched
for the dogs, however, the dogs
managed to access a neighbouring
paddock which housed the alpacas,
before launching the attack on the
beloved family pets.
Eight were killed during the attack

and one had to be euthanized the
next morning by a local vet who
attended the scene.
Warrandyte Police senior constable Daniel Logan, who assessed
the scene, said it was an incredibly
distressing sight with evidence of
the prolonged attack spanning an
area of seven acres.
It is suspected that some of the
alpacas ran into a nearby creek
trying to escape. The family is distraught and while they were worth
a combined $10,000, the animals
were very much family pets rather
than livestock.
The local police and council have

been dealing with countless reports
of dogs in reserves and properties
not being under effective control of
their owners.
A spokesperson from Manningham
council said the key message to
come out of the awful incident is
people must have effective control
of their dogs at all times.
“It is so easy for dogs to take off
after a small animal like a rabbit but
when you can’t get them back, that
leads to a much bigger problem,”
the spokesperson said. “In this case
the dogs have ended up in the neighboring property and this has been
the outcome. The risks are huge.

“As you can imagine it’s been really
upsetting for everyone involved.”
The owners of the dogs have been
charged with multiple offences
including not having effective control of the dogs and charges for the
attack itself. They are due to appear
at the Ringwood Magistrates Court
on December 15.
They also face considerable veterinary costs, with at least one of
the surviving alpacas requiring
ongoing care.
The dogs have since been seized
by the council but at the time the
Diary went to print no information
on their future was available.

The Butterfly Effect for rallies
By JAMES POYNER

TWO rallies were held in Eltham
earlier in November with people
from Eltham and surrounding communities coming together either in
support or against the relocation
of 120 Syrian refugees to a disused
section of St Vincents Health and
aged care facility, which has been
repurposed to house the displaced
families.
There was some fear that these
rallies could turn violent and while
the Police took all necessary precautions, the rallies were peaceful.
“We’re generally happy with the
outcome of today’s rallies — there
was no violence, no injuries, no arrests,” Commander Russell Barrett
told the ABC.
Participants in the pro-immigration rally painted butterflies on the
pavement, as a symbol of peace,
safety and as a message of welcome

to the refugees.
Warrandytian Hanh Trung was
inspired by the pro-rally and has
joined the cause.
Hanh was one of nine siblings who
emigrated to Australia between
1978 and 1981 as part of the influx
of Vietnamese refugees who came
to Australia after the Vietnam War.
“I’ve always wanted to help refugees, because we’ve been there
before. I want to help them anyway
I can… it comes from the heart, because of my background,” said Hanh.
Hanh also understands that raising
money for a charity or cause is not
the only way to help those who are
less fortunate and, like many others
in the Warrandyte community, is
seeking to actively participate in
helping the Syrian refugees integrate
into Australian society.
“I do not just want to donate
money, I want to help out a little bit

as well so I joined the Warrandyte
Bleeding Hearts.”
The Bleeding Hearts (Asylum
Seeker Support Group) is one in a
number of refugee support groups
around Melbourne who have had
to keep their activities private on
Facebook, over fear of abuse from
the sections of society who are actively anti-immigration.
Hahn recently quit her job in IT
to start her own Southeast Asian
sauces business, Poppysmack.
Hanh’s sauces have just gone on
sale at the IGA and she demonstrates
how to make rice-paper rolls at a
number of local community markets.
Studies by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics show that humanitarian
migrants to Australia often have a
high percentage of entrepreneurial
acumen and Hanh herself is also anecdotal evidence of these statistics
juggling both her Southeast Asian

sauces and an educational services
business.
“Some of these families come here
with nothing, but maybe cooking a
traditional dish is something that
they know best,” Hanh said.
“They could come to the local
markets and sell their dish and learn
the language by interacting with the
community…
“Now that I have a bit of market
experience, I would even help them
get set up in this way, if they wanted
to,” Hanh said.
Hanh spoke of other members of
the Warrandyte pro-refugee community who have shied away from Diary
coverage of their pro-immigration
events in recent months due to fear
of persecution from aggressive arms
of the anti-immigration movement.
Hanh donated the money she made
from the Eltham Farmers Market to
the Syrian refugees.

Keen Ave development on track despite objections
By SCOTT PODMORE

THE Keen Avenue development
has been met with 11 objections
after owners lodged an application to subdivide the property
into nine lots.
The property at 8-20 Keen Avenue Warrandyte is zoned NRZ1
(Neighbourhood Residential Zone
- Schedule 1) and is subject to a
number of planning overlays.
“Broadly speaking it allows
for subdivision with minimum
areas of 750m2 and maximum of
1250m2 with an average not less
than 1000m2. The land is approximately 11,000m2. It is important
to note that we are not seeking
to rezone this land,” owner Chris
Vellios told the Diary.
Doug Seymour, from the Warrandyte Community Association,
emailed the Diary saying he
believed there would be an “inevitable jump in traffic and with
what was commonly seen as plan
which sought to maximise the
number of allotments with insufficient regard to the objectives of
the Planning Scheme”. The Warrandyte Community Association

CYRIL

joined other objectors in arguing
the application did not meet conditions for this averaging clause
to be applied.
“A lot of concern has been expressed about the traffic hazard
which would be created by allowing higher volume access onto
Yarra Street from the northern
end of the service road. Vehicles
egressing at this intersection have
poor sight distance to vehicles
travelling southbound along Yarra Street,” Mr Seymour said.
“The applicant will now have
to negotiate with VicRoads and
revise the subdivision plan, taking into account the VicRoads
opinion that ‘the subject site and
proposed allotments be accessed
from Keen Avenue via Everard
Drive’. Which will raise a new set
of issues for local residents.”
However, Mr Vellios believes
the only outstanding issue is that
VicRoads have concerns about
the existing arrangements at the
northern end of the Yarra Road
service road that may be unsafe
due to inadequate sight distance.
“We agree that this is a signifi-

cant safety issue and are having
constructive discussions with
VicRoads on alternative arrangements,” Mr Vellios said.
“We are hopeful that a solution
will not only provide appropriate
access to our site but will also

improve an existing substandard
arrangement to the benefit of the
community. We understand that
the access as proposed is seen
as being the best option for the
site (rather than access coming
off Keen Avenue which VicRoads
have raised as a preferred option
for them) as this will have the
least environmental impact and
minimise traffic impacts in what
is a quiet local street.
“The proposed subdivision of
nine lots responds to the site conditions and a series of detailed expert reports, the alignment of the
internal road is located to minimise earthworks cut and fill and
the lots are orientated to satisfy
bushfire safety controls without
the need to remove large areas of
vegetation.
“We have been pleased to get
positive responses to what we
believe is a sensible and environmentally sensitive design.”
Mr Vellios also told the Diary he
sought approval from all relevant
authorities as well as undertaking
“a complex assessment” of the
site with the Wurundjeri Coun-

By PAUL WILLIAMS

cil to identify the extent, nature
and significance of the Aboriginal
cultural heritage in the area and
have a produced a Cultural Heritage Management Plan for the
site.
“In summary, the State Environment and Planning Department
(DELWP) have no objections
(subject to certain conditions); the
CFA has given conditional consent and endorsed the bushfire
report and recommendations; all
of the service authorities (electricity, gas, sewer, water) have consented together with Melbourne
Water who are the responsible
authority for the drainage,” Mr
Vellios said.
“As a resident/ratepayer in the
City of Manningham for over 45
years and a long-term resident
of Warrandyte our aim is to subdivide this wonderful land in an
appropriate manner and, where
possible, will most certainly try
to accommodate legitimate concerns. Our approach has always
been to follow due process in
order to achieve the best possible
outcome.”
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A GRAND THANK YOU!
Thank you to the community and
our loyal customers for your support throughout 2016.
Wishing you and your families a safe and happy festive season and new year.

SOME RAISED GLASSES IN 2016

AHA awards - Best Bistro 2016
– finalist –

Best Parma Melbourne
– champion –

THE GRAND WARRANDYTE PROUDLY SPONSORS
Run Warrandyte 2016 • Warrandyte Football Club • Warrandyte Cricket Club • Warrandyte Netball Club
Warrandyte Basketball Association • South Warrandyte Hawks Cricket Club • North Ringwood Football Club
Lilydale Junior Football Club • St Annes Strawberry Fair • Various local Kinder and School Fetes, Fairs & Fundraisers

110 YARRA ST, WARRANDYTE

(03) 9844 3202

INFO@GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

@GRANDWARRANDYTE

GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

@GRAND -HOTEL -WARRANDYTE
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BIGGER, BRIGHTER, BETTER
OP SHOP RE-OPENS
AFTER EXPANSION

OP

The Rotary Op Shop is open again after
major renovations.
All our stock is now under the one roof for
a better shopping experience.

The R
renova

Would you like to join our band of cheerful and
dedicated volunteers in the Op Shop? A great way
to meet people, get work experience, or just do
something for your community and have fun in
the process. If so come along to the OP Shop and
talk to Judy.

Great
somet

Great homewares, toys, books, furniture,
something for everyone!

Call Judy 0433 220 095

Open 7 days a week 10-5pm.
Situated above 264 Yarra St. Warrandyte

Looking for things to do in Manningham this summer?
Check out www.manningham.vic.gov.au/things-to-do

All our
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Olivigna is No.1
By SAMMI TAYLOR

WARRANDYTE has dominated the
Manningham Business Excellence
Awards once again with local treasure Olivigna winning the coveted
top spot.
Olivigna was awarded the 2016
Business of the Year accolade at a
gala dinner held at the Manningham City Council offices in mid-November, with fellow Warrandyte
businesses The White Owl and
Warrandyte Quality Meats highly
commended for their excellent business operations and commitment to
community.
It’s becoming something of a popular trend—Warrandyte taking the
cake, that is—with local businesses
claiming the top spot three out of
four years in a row, with Quinton’s
IGA and H2Pro Plumbing coming first
in 2013 and 2014 respectively.
Co-owner and founder of Olivigna,
Anna Gallo, says she is “thrilled and
humbled” to have won the 2016
award.
“To be chosen amongst such esteemed finalists really is an honour,”
Anna told the Diary.

“When my husband John Di Pietro
and I first dreamt up Olivigna – a
place that would combine the best
of Italy with the best of Australia on a
beautiful stretch of rolling bushland
– we always hoped people would
get what we wanted to achieve; that
they would see our vision and want
to be a part of it.
“The award confirms they do. It
reinforces that the way we bring
friends and family together – to
relax, to connect, to celebrate, to
experience la dolce a vita on our
20 stunning acres – really is valued.
“I couldn’t be more proud of how
we’ve been accepted by the community and of how we’ve been able to

VISITORS to the Yarra River walk,
Federation Playspace, Lions Park
and Warrandyte Bakery now have
access to a new public toilet facility
thanks to a partnership between
Manningham Council and the Warrandyte Bakery.
Manningham mayor Michelle
Kleinert said the lack of toilets in
this area of Warrandyte had been a
community issue for many years, so
the new facility located at the rear of

the Warrandyte Bakery and expects
it to be well received by both locals
and visitors.
“Construction of a toilet block
has been a recommendation of the
Warrandyte River Reserve Management Plan 2005 and the Yarra Street
Urban Design Framework 2005, but
it was initially not permitted in this
area under the planning zone,” Cr
Kleinert said.
“With planning restrictions amend-

add to what makes this part of the
world so very special.”
Olivigna took home the Accomodation and Food Services award
in 2015, so to win the biggest prize
of them all this year is the icing on
the cake.
And it might have something to do
with their move into liqueur making,
with Anna’s famous limoncello now
on offer and generating plenty of
buzz.
Marketing manager Bea Barrett
says: “The newest part of the Olivigna dream is the production of
our own limoncello— the fine and
famous citrusy liqueur first crafted
in Italy. Ours is made to a secret

family recipe using lemons we’ve
grown here ourselves and alcohol
we’ve distilled here ourselves. We
are the only place in all of Australia
to be crafting limoncello in this orchard-to-glass way.”
But it’s not just the food and wine
that makes Olivigna so great, and so
worthy of winning the Business of
the Year Award. Bea says she hopes
the judges saw Olivigna’s commitment to community as an important
aspect of their business.
“We also think the judges were
impressed with our contribution to
the community. They recognised,
we believe, the value of creating a
place here in this beautiful part of
the world where friends and family
come together to connect, to relax,
to share special occasions, to make
golden memories,” Bea says.
“They recognised, too, the value of
creating new jobs within the region;
we currently employ more than 40
people - and of giving back to the
region; we support many local charities and organisations throughout
the year.”
Olivigna is a villa-restaurant, winery, olive grove, distillery and events
venue nestled off Brumby’s Road in
leafy South Warrandyte. Olivigna
has flourished and prospered since
opening in February of 2014 and is
now a much loved staple of the local
landscape and beyond, providing a
unique dining experience that the
team on deck describes as a “getaway-to-Italy vibe” on over 20 acres
of great Mediterrean-like landscape.
For more information visit www.
olivigna.com.au or pay them a visit
at 54-56 Brumbys Rd, Warrandyte,
Vic 3134.
For more information on the
Manningham Business Excellence Awards, visit the website
www.manninghambea.com.au

New public toilets and picnic area

Another giant tree
hits the deck
By VAL POLLEY

ANOTHER giant has fallen. The recent spell of wild and windy weather
saw the demise of one of the few
remaining large Eucalypts along the
riverbank reserve between Anderson Creek and Stiggants Street.
It must have fallen with an enormous crash given its size. Many
visitors to the November market as
well as locals have marvelled at its
size and bulk and many photos have
been taken of the enormous root
system and the hole it left.
While it is notoriously difficult
to accurately date the age of these
trees, given its girth, trunk size and
crown, it is thought to perhaps
have been about 150-80 years old.
This means it would have been a
seedling or sapling at the time of
the discovery of gold in the nearby
creek in 1851.
Alas the work undertaken by
council to protect these trees came
too late to save this particular tree
or perhaps it was just too strong a
weather event to resist. In its fall it
crushed many of the recent plantings round its base as it crashed
across the bank and into the Yarra
River.

However it was not the only casualty, another tree in the Everard
Drive reserve had its top blown
out. Another large Eucalypt near
Norman Reserve was uprooted and
fell across rapids in the river.
There are few of these large old
Eucalypts remaining along the river
bank walk. There is little secondary
growth so there are few replacement
trees and it is somewhat daunting to
realise that a sapling planted now
may take another 150 years or so to
reach the status of the existing large
Eucalypts.
It is to be hoped that perhaps
seeds can be collected from the
fallen giant so that future seedlings
can be nurtured and grow into these
iconic trees for future generations to
marvel over and enjoy.

ed after the 2007 Black Saturday
fires, the new facility became a
possibility.
“Thanks to a collaboration between council and the Warrandyte
Bakery, that possibility is now a
reality.”
The $380,000 project has included:
acquisition of land for the new public toilets; construction of the new
public toilets; construction of a new
cool room for the bakery (paid for by

the bakery) and an access ramp from
the river and stairs from the bakery.
The toilets are now open to the
public, with landscaping works continuing over coming weeks.
Meanwhile, a new picnic area with
landscaping and seating has been
created in the block of land directly
opposite the Grand Hotel Warrandyte. More details in the February
edition of the Diary.
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Stay
informed
this fire
season
By SANDI MILLER

EMERGENCY Management Victoria has released a new multi-agency app which replaces the CFA’s
FireReady, meaning residents
will be caught short if they don’t
update to the new VicEmergency
App before bushfire season.
Warrandyte CFA 3rd Lieutenant,
Shane Murphy, says there is a lot
of information on the new app
and it is up to individuals as to
how much information they want
to see.
“It will show you everything
from Tsunami warnings to trees
down, so people can customise
what they want to see for the summer warnings,” he said.
Warrandyte CFA 2nd Lieutenant,
Will Hodgson, says getting as
much information from a variety
of sources is the best way of staying safe this summer.
“Use the Vic Emergency app,
ABC Radio and even Facebook,
but don’t sit in an air conditioned
room with the blinds closed,” he
warned, “stick your nose outside
and have a look and a smell so
you know what is going on”.
CFA chief officer Craig Lapsley
said recently good information
and good preparation is key.
“Understand where you are going to get your info, and then plan
what you are going to do with
that information,” he said.
The Warrandyte Community
Association (WCA) has updated
its Fire Watch website which provides up to the minute information on local weather, fire warnings and traffic conditions.
Dick Davies from WCA said:
“The page posts real-time images from the traffic cameras on
Research and KG roads which
can give you an idea of what you
might expect trying to get across
the bridge, not just during an
emergency, but for your everyday
commute as well.”
You can visit the Fire Watch site
at warrandyte.org.au/fire-watch
and download VicEmergency
from the App Store or Google
Play.
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River Safety

By JAMES POYNER

IN the wake of the rescue of two
stranded kayakers on the Yarra
River at the beginning of October,
we are reminded it is not only
bushfire and falling trees we, the
residents of Warrandyte, need to
be mindful of.
The river is central to the Warrandyte community, both residents
and tourists, and throughout the
year people can be seen enjoying
themselves in, on and around the
river.
With the Bureau of Meteorology reporting the second-wettest
September on record with rainfall
at 94% above average across the
state, many rivers in Victoria had
flood warnings issued.
“The minor flood limit for the Yarra at Warrandyte gauge is 3m and
it was 1.5m on the day,” said Jean
(John) Dind, an outdoor instructor
and experienced kayaker who also
witnessed the rescue.
“I have never seen it above 2.5 in
the last three years. It was high but
it wasn’t crazy.”
Jean also commented on the media coverage of the incident.
“It was interesting to see the
actual rescue and then what the
media made of it,” said Jean.
“We were on the river a few
days earlier and it was perfectly
fine. They were using phrases like
‘flooded river’ and ‘raging floodwaters’…it was high, but it was
nowhere near flooded.”
As an outdoor instructor, Jean
works for a charity in Fitzroy
which helps adults with mental
health issues.
“We might just take them to the
zoo or we might go out on a fiveday trip in Gippsland,” said Jean.
Jean’s concerns about the enormous amount of media coverage is
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Clinical waste
dump disgrace
COMMENT
By BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

a reflection on the greater kayaking
community who viewed the media
coverage of the incident as damaging to the community and feared
the general public would view the
sport, and those who participate in
it, as reckless.
This is far from the case, so to
redress the balance, the Diary has
decided to publish some general
tips and advice to help people play
safely when on the river.
KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge has both practical
and theoretical importance here.
For the practical side, this translates into the skills required to
effectively operate your kayak as
well as the skills required to play
safely on the water.
To obtain these invaluable skills
there are a number of options
available:
• Lessons
• Canoeing Victoria (site) runs
lessons throughout the year and
from sites local to Warrandyte.
Their website also has lots of
information about local canoeing
clubs and paddle sports in general
so this is a great place to start.
• River Rescue. Canoeing Victoria

and Swift Water Training Group
(site) offer a range or course in river safety and rescue techniques.
A casual kayaker wouldn’t necessarily do one of these courses so
that they can rescue someone if
they see them in trouble, but more
so give them the skills and knowledge to know what to do if they
themselves, or one of their kayaking party, get into trouble.
EQUIPMENT
Most sporting activities require
specialist equipment, when one
starts participating in adventure
sports, the necessity for this
equipment is paramount, as it often directly related to one’s safety.
• A Personal Flotation Device
(PFD) is recommended, and if you
are going to be going down any
rapids then a helmet designed for
white water is also advisable.
• There are a range of different
canoes and kayaks on the market,
all at different prices and made for
different numbers of people and
water types.
If you are thinking of buying one
for yourself, make sure it is appropriate for the type of water you will
be mostly paddling in.

OUR YARRA
Regardless of one’s level of skill,
knowledge of the conditions and
hazards one is likely to encounter
when navigating a section of river
is very important.
There is a system that grades
rivers and rapids on their difficulty - from Grade 1 easy to Grade 5
expert.
There are a number of websites
that produce maps of rivers with
instructions on popular kayaking
runs and information about the
class of water or rapid one is likely
to encounter and even information
about how to ‘walk out’ if you get
into trouble, these sites are: adventurepro.com and Whitehorse Canoe Club’s popular runs page (site
to be added before submitting).
Enjoying the river ultimately
comes down to one’s ability to
be comfortable in and around the
water and to be mindful of hazards
such as fallen trees and submerged
rocks. It is recommended that
whitewater kayakers/canoeists/
paddlers are comfortable swimming in moving water and familiar
with defensive swimming techniques including the whitewater
safety position.

Julie and IGA back our farmers
QUINTON’S IGA has always been a big
supporter of local producers and now Julie
Quinton and team have introduced popular
Gippsland Jersey in support of the new
milk supplier’s efforts.
“We want to thank the community for
their ongoing support of local farmers
and producers,” Julie said. “IGA retailers
believe in supporting the community and
championing the produce from our local
dairy farmers is a cause I am deeply passionate about.
“I love the story behind Gippsland Jersey
and their passion to make a difference is in
line with our ethos. We are proudly stocking their produce and doing everything
we can to help get their milk into as many
outlets as they can supply – that is why I
donated $1000 to kick-start the Gippsland
Jersey fund for the start-up to buy a refrigerated truck.”

Sallie Jones, co-founder of Gippsland
Jersey said: “Quinton’s SUPA IGA is a
supermarket that truly cares about local
farmers and the produce that is sold to
their shoppers. We are thrilled that nine
IGA stores across Victoria are now stocking
Gippsland Jersey milk and helping share
the love of our products with locals in their
community.
“Thanks also to Julie for her initial donation towards our crowd-funding project
for a refrigerated truck, it will help get our
product out to more Victorians.
“We welcomed the community to our
open day at our farm on Sunday November
27, which was an opportunity for families
to learn about sustainable farming and
where the milk comes from, and to thank
everyone who’s supported our crowdfund
we will be offering free milkshakes as a token of our appreciation.”

EVERY day my wife Claire and I
walk our dogs to the end of Tunnel
St where it meets Warrandyte State
Park and that’s where we received
our big surprise last month when a
pile of yellow bags confronted us.
The bags were marked ‘Clinical
Waste’ and had obviously been
dumped there by some unscrupulous, lazy and uncaring operator.
We returned home wondering what
our next plan of action could be. A
few hours later Claire noticed a truck
with a City of Yarra logo drive past.
Things were getting curiouser. What
business could a City of Yarra vehicle
have in Warrandyte State Park?
Suitably intrigued, we waited for
the City of Yarra truck to depart and
walked up to see if the bags had been
taken away. To our horror we saw
that the bags were still there but the
contents of the bags had been emptied onto the dirt roadway. It was a
grey powder dumped in a shallow
pile about three metres in diameter.
What the hell was going on? Was
it asbestos? Chemically poisoned
matter or waste from a hospital crematorium? We didn’t know and felt
very concerned; after all we walked
our two Border Collie dogs right up
to the end of Tunnel St every day
and the wind was blowing the evil
looking dust into the Warrandyte air.
We rang the after hours emergency
number of Manningham council and
in due course we were put through.
They heard us loud and clear and
even though it was a Saturday night,
there was an officer present at our
location within the hour.
The council bloke picked up all
the yellow bags and told us that
in his opinion the grey dust wasn’t
asbestos related. He said he would
send out another officer for a second
opinion. The next day, we received a
follow-up phone call from the council
officer informing us the substance in
question was cement related. And as
far as they were concerned it was
completely harmless. Good result
from a prompt and efficient service.
The sort of response that you dream
about had become a reality and well
done to Manningham council.
We are back walking our dogs there
every day and stroll past the once
suspicious pile of grey dust that is
slowly being dissipated.
A quiet word to the dumpers and
polluters who come out and drop
their illegal rubbish. Show us some
respect and please drive the extra
mile to dispose of your rubbish
correctly. Or maybe you’d prefer to
litter your own backyard!
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$2.4m in contributions
Our Warrandyte Community Bank making great things happen

By DEANNE DICKSON

OH what a night!
The Warrandyte Community
Bank AGM and grants presentation last month was a wonderful
reminder of what makes the Warrandyte and surrounding community so special.
It was a night of celebration of
the contribution Warrandyte’s
only bank makes to the local
community - $400,000 in 2016/17
and an impressive $2.4 million to
date. The event was held at the
bank-backed Warrandyte Sports
Group clubrooms (with $150,000
in seed funding to rebuild the
venue in 2013) and hosted more
than 100 guests.
Members of the local CFAs,
kinders and schools, sporting, environmental, arts, and community
support groups expressed words
of real gratitude, reminding everyone in the room Warrandyte
Community Bank is certainly
much ‘bigger than a bank’.
More than 50 groups received
a grant or sponsorship this year
and each was given an opportunity to showcase their organisation
and project to the room.
Food parcels for distribution by
Information Warrandyte, funding
of the Warrandyte festival river
stage, the ‘cubby tree’ project at
Wonga Park Primary School, supporting the Park Orchards Lions
Club ‘Camp For Special Needs
Families’ project, to name but a
few.

The night also seemed a fitting
tribute to the many volunteers
who help keep our great community chugging along.
Warrandyte Community Bank
is a branch of the Bendigo Bank
network which is the fifth-largest

bank in Australia.
It is a local company, run by a
dedicated group of volunteer professional directors and a passionate banking team.
Thanks to its customers banking
locally, the Warrandyte branch

is part of an active community
bank network in which up to 80%
of profit is returned to the local
community by funding projects,
programs, resources and infrastructure locally.
To find out more about the com-

munity banking model and how
banking locally can benefit the
whole community or about the
great range of competitive products, drop into the branch at 144
Yarra St Warrandyte or call 9844
2233.

wardrobe. I’m talking flares, Warrandyte. You know you’ve got them.
Saturday night will also feature a
variety of youth bands. Festival favourites Nudist Funk Orchestra will
give Sunday’s Main Stage their funkfilled attention. And a blast from the
past, Paradiddle – the mighty bush
band who first played at the festival
in 1978 and went on to close the
weekend for the next 20 years – will
make a special appearance.
Warrandyte Festival is also creating a Light Sculpture Competition
for 2017 and is asking participants

to design, build and enter
sculptures in a variety of
categories.
“Rising Sun” is the category
for schools, youth organisations and child prodigies.
“Light Under a Bushel” is
an adult category for those
who are not professionals
in this field but who are,
nonetheless, in possession
of inspiration.
Finally, “Sirius”. It’s the
brightest star in our night
sky and the category for professional artists and lighting
technicians. The festival will
work with applicants to identify a
location that best fits the concept
of their sculptures and maximises
their impact. Competition requirements – voltage, safety, stability
and the like – will be outlined in the
application form, which is available
online at warrandytefestival.org or
email light@warrandytefestival.org
But wait, there’s more! A new
book is being launched in honour of
Warrandyte’s time-honoured festival
(see advert). Warrandyte Festival
Celebrating 40 Years: ‘Best One

Ever!’ is a salute to both the character and continuity of Warrandyte’s
unique annual celebration.
It’s a colourful story. Of concerts and camel rides, parades and
whacky races. Of families tuckered
out on picnic blankets as Sunday
evening bands perform final tunes.
And of countless volunteers radiating ideas and pitching in. It illustrates not just the fun of Warrandyte
Festival but also the undeniable
power of community to enrich lives.
So many good times; such a great
Warrandyte tradition!
Festival lovers will be able to spot
themselves over the years: on a
float in the parade, at the market, in
a Sulo bin race, under lights at the
front of the stage or in many other
wonderful events.
The book is a limited edition and
can be pre-ordered for $40 through
the website: warrandytefestival.org
The Diary will bring you more on
Warrandyte’s biggest event of the
year in following months.
Until then, shuffle that ipod and
tap into some Bee Gees dance tunes.
Barry’s R & B falsetto is sure to bring
on the fever!

Celebrating 400 fantastic Warrandyte festivals

By CHERIE MOSELEN

WARRANDYTE Festival 2017 will hit
the town over the weekend of March
24-26. Pop it in your calendars, folks,
because it’s going to be SPECtacular.
The theme is “Warrandyte Festival—since ’77: 40 Years of Fun” and
it promises an extra special celebration in honour of the festival’s longstanding history in the township.
Warrandyte Festival was first held
in April 1977 as an initiative of Warrandyte Environment League (WEL).
The idea “for all of Warrandyte to
come together in a community festival, without the commercialism and
exploitation of the more elaborate
affairs closer to the city” came from
Stan Stewart, local Presbyterian
minister at the time and president
of WEL from 1974-75.
Given the potent energy building in
the Warrandyte community during
the 1970s it’s not surprising more
than one person suggested the town
hold a festival, but in 1976, three
WEL members – Patrick Nuzum,
Anne Martin and Howard Geldard –
got together to canvass support for
it from the community, including the
historical society and arts associa-

tion, local traders, sporting
clubs and councillors.
With a budget in hand,
local lads willing to help
with the sound and setup
of equipment for a concert
and Diar y cartoonist Jock
Macneish designing posters
to let the town know what
was afoot, the first festival
got underway.
Forty years on, Warrandyte
Festival is still run entirely
by volunteers. As an event
that has experienced longevity when many like it have
finished up, it is somewhat
unique in Victoria.
Warrandyte’s “big weekend” will
feature much-loved events: the
Grand Parade, Scouts Waterslide,
Billycart Derby, Nature’s Play, Duck
Race and Kids Market.
Food, of course, there will be glorious food. It’s always a good idea
to bring your appetite—and dance
moves.
Are you ready for this? Organisers
will be putting on a ‘70s Disco! Think,
“Saturday Night Festival Fever.” Get
your gear out from the back of the

NEW BOOK Celebrates 40 Years of Warrandyte Festivals!
LimiTed ediTion – own a part of Warrandyte’s History!
This beautiful, large format, full colour book documents the history
of the Warrandyte Festival. It celebrates 40 years from 1977
in words and pictures including all the fun and highlights of:
The Parade, Festival Monarchs, Local Schools and Community
Groups, Billycart Derby, Kids Market, the famous Sulo Bin Race,
Pet Parade, Buskers, Bands, Night Entertainment, Kids Activities,
Waterslide, Battle of the Bands and all the special themes and
displays that have made our festival so unique and “Warrandytish”.
The book is available by pre-order with full payment
of $40 from the Warrandyte Festival website:

www.warrandytefestival.org
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MANNINGHAM PLANNING
SCHEME
Notice of the preparation of
an amendment
Amendment C113

Your say

Letters to the Diary including emails must
include the writer’s full name, address and
phone number, even if not intended for publication. Letters may be edited for reasons of
style, length or legality. Letters to be emailed
to: editor@warrandytediary.com.au

The Manningham City Council has prepared Amendment
C113 to the Manningham Planning Scheme.
The land affected by the amendment is:
a.

Land at 66-68 Hall Road, Warrandyte South.

b.

The amendment also applies to seven heritage places
currently included within the Heritage Overlay of the
Manningham Planning Scheme including:
• HO203 Menlo – 17-25 Atkinson Street, Templestowe
• HO191 Warrandyte Township Heritage Precinct –
111 Yarra Street Warrandyte
• HO43 Former Eastern Golf Course “Tullamore” and
stable – 463 Doncaster Road, Doncaster
• HO155 House – 47-49 Smiths Road, Templestowe
• HO85 Windrush – 15-17 Homestead Road,
Templestowe
• HO212 Monterey Cypresses – 333, 339, 344 and
360 High Street, Doncaster
• HO108 House – 2 McLeod Street, Doncaster.

The amendment proposes to amend the schedule to the
Heritage Overlay HO74 which applies to 66-68 Hall Road,
Warrandyte South by permitting prohibited uses on the land.
In relation to the seven other heritage places, the
amendment proposes to correct errors and anomalies in
the current Schedule to the Heritage Overlay and Planning
Scheme maps.
You may inspect the amendment, any documents that
support the amendment and the explanatory report about
the amendment, free of charge, at the following locations:
•

During office hours, at the office of the planning
authority, Manningham City Council, 699 Doncaster
Road, Doncaster.

•

The Manningham website at
www.yoursaymanningham.com.au/amendment-C113

Mass confusion at our Croydon Rd Intersection

•

At the Doncaster, The Pines and Warrandyte branch
libraries.

•

The Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning website at www.delwp.vic.gov.au/publicinspection

Dear Diary,
I posted on the Warrandyte Community
and Business Group on Facebook raising
concerns about the intersection of Ringwood-Warrandyte Road and Croydon
Road, and how the multiple turns and
entry points (turning into Croydon Road,
Hussey’s Lane, Brumby’s Road, exiting
and entering Shell petrol station) was an
accident waiting to happen.

Any person who may be affected by the amendment may
make a submission to the planning authority about the
amendment. Submissions must be made in writing, giving
the submitter’s name and contact address, clearly stating
the grounds on which the amendment is supported or
opposed and indicating what changes (if any) the submitter
wishes to make.
The name and contact details of submitters are required for
Council to consider submissions and to notify such persons
of the opportunity to attend Council meetings and any
public hearing held to consider submissions. The closing
date for submissions is 20 January 2017.
A submission must be sent to the:
Manager Economic and Environmental Planning
Manningham City Council
PO Box 1
DONCASTER VIC 3108
or submitted online at www.yoursaymanningham.com.au/
amendment-C113
The planning authority must make a copy of every
submission available at its office for any person to inspect
free of charge for two months after the amendment comes
into operation or lapses.
WARWICK WINN
Chief Executive Officer

We have people illegally turning right
onto Ringwood-Warrandyte Road from
the left lane, coming close to a collision
with desperate motorists trying to take
any opening to turn onto Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.
There are too many entry points and
a roundabout is needed. Apparently MP
Ryan Smith has written letters to Vic
Roads but they have declared it safe.

Letter of appreciation
Hi Diary,
Since you so beautifully celebrated
the 500th edition and so many wonderful contributors, I’ve been thinking
I should write a note of appreciation
for the quirky and clever Sharp End
cartoons by Robert Black and the

delightful delicacies contributed so
regularly at Our Place, by Marilyn
Moore. Although I relish all the special
features of the Diary these are two of
my favourites.
Joy Dahl,
Warrandyte

Congratulations to councillors
Dear editor,
Congratulations to the return of councillors Paul McLeish and Sophy Galbally
and welcome to Cr Andrew Conlon, who
I had the pleasure of meeting recently.
The three councillors gel together and
will no doubt meet frequently to discuss
across the range of Ward issues. It’s great

to see councillors working together and
not fixated on what reds are being served
up at the Mayoral Ball. Well done to the
voters in Mullum Mullum for their selection of councillors, I am sure they will
serve you well.
Stephen O’Brien,
former Koonung Ward councillor

Like us on Facebook

facebook.com/warrandytediary

GREAT SPACE UP
FOR GRABS!
Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Skylights & Whirlybirds

• Gutterguard & Leaks
• Rainwater Tanks
• Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

If you were to draw a diagram with
arrows showing the many turning points
that occur, and outline the traffic congestion, it would make VicRoads more
accountable if public and garner more
support?
Kerrie Miller, Warrandyte
(Hey Kerrie, we’ve listened and your
wish is our command. See illustration)
– editor Scott P.

8mm (2 columns) wide x 10mm high
space available on Page 2 from the
beginning of 2017. Cost: $250.00 including GST. Call 9844 0555 to secure this
excellent position.
(Must be taken for the duration of 2017)

Immersion
River river cool and near
What in your dark depths do I fear?
The swimming snake, the lurking eel
What in my heart should I feel?
But in diving in it’s neither nor
Only liquid joy and gum-ringed awe
The sun warm upon my back
My chest under a fly’s attack
A rock’s smooth coat of thin green slime
A fleeting immersion from time to time
No, in sunny mid-river there is nothing to fear
And deep in my heart I feel perfect here
LEO LAZARUS
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Shop 11 Goldfields Plaza, Warrandyte
9844 5083 or 0401 672 309 | adadamo@bigpond.com

HAIRDRESSING CONSULTANTS

WARRANDYTE
QUALITY MEATS
SHOP 9, GOLDFIELDS PLAZA
9844 1563 | warrandytequalitymeats@gmail.com

Not long now until Santa comes down the chimney, come and
enjoy your Christmas drinks each Friday of December
Beer, Cider, Wine, Tapas and live music each week
Bookings: 9844 5124
don't forget the WHITE OWL is now open Sundays 8-2

AWARD WINNING CUTTING AND COLOUR
SPECIALISING IN ALL ASPECTS OF HAIR
AMONIA FREE COLOUR SPECIALISTS
PURE KERATIN SMOOTHING
FAMILY FRIENDLY SALON
LADIES, MENS AND CHILDREN
FORMAL HAIRDO’S – BRIDAL AND GRADUATION
ORGANIC HAIR PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
IN OUR MODERN AND PROGRESSIVE SALON

David and Be wish all their customers
Seasons Greetings and a Happy New Year!

WARRANDYTE
NEWSAGENCY
Come and see the Fabulous Four at Goldfields Plaza!
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Roma’s a local vocal gem
By SAMMI TAYLOR

SOMETIMES in Warrandyte you
just don’t know who’s living
around the corner – who knows,
your neighbour may be someone
with a big story to tell.
Enter Roma Waterman, an
award-winning singer/songwriter,
speaker and author. She is a vocal
coach with years of experience and
has worked as a judge in the initial
X Factor Australia auditions.
Roma is the founder of the Melbourne Gospel Choir and not-forprofit organisation Sounds of the
Nations, which trains worshippers,
songwriters and singers to release
authentic expressions of worship
and art in their own styles and
sounds. She has over 8000 students from 142 countries that take
part in her online vocal training.
Did I mention she’s written No 1
Amazon bestselling books, too?
It’s an impressive resume, so the
Diary caught up with Roma to talk
all things singing and why she’s
proud to call Warrandyte home.
Sammi Taylor: Tell me a little bit
about your journey as a singer.
Has this always been your passion?
Roma Waterman: For as long as
I can remember I have wanted to
sing. There’s a picture of me as
a two-year-old sitting at a plastic
grand piano my uncle bought for
me one Christmas Day. I actually
remember that day and remember
thinking music was what I was
born for. I’ve never even thought
about another job.
I grew up singing in church which
just fostered my love for singing
even more. Being able to use my
talents from such a young age in a
weekly environment really helped
me develop my skills and love for
music. I grew up in an Italian family
where music has always played a
big part. My grandfather and uncle
would play the piano accordion
and teach us Italian folk songs. I
remember times my Nonno would
be crying as he sang songs from
his homeland. Music is so precious
because it has been a thread in our
family that reminds me so much of
the love and care I had as a child.

ST: You have over 8000 students
from 142 countries enrolled in
your online vocal training courses. Why do you think your online
programs have been so successful?
RW: Online courses are currently
one of the fastest growing industries in the world and for good
reason. It means anyone can study

and at any time.
Young mums who
are feeding in
the middle of the
night can jump
on and do a lecture, people with
disabilities or no
means of transport can get some
of the best teaching in the world.
As an instructor
who used to run
a singing school,
it’s appealing to
be able to teach
many people all
over the world, all at once and
even in my sleep, as opposed to
one on one. I have students who
are war veterans, in hospital, professional singers, singers who are
in different seasons of their lives
and can’t afford weekly lessons,
young mums – the list goes on!
I’m amazed at the power of
technology and also humbled that

Cherry’s art for sale
WARRANDYTE painter
Cherry Manders is unleashing her beautiful art
works on those on the
hunt for beautiful Christmas gifts for someone
special this year with
sales on two consecutive
Saturdays on December
10 and 17 between the
hours of 10am and 4pm.
Cherry’s paintings
bring colour and life
to your home and the
prolific artist says she’s
opening her Tills Drive
doors for people “to buy
paintings at affordable
prices for Christmas.”
Cherry’s work is contemporary impressionist
with a modern twist. Her
trademark is her colour.
“People usually don’t say what the subject
is when they’re looking at my work, they
mention the colour. They usually say they

recognise my paintings from the colour. I’ve
got a pretty free style, I’m not traditional, I’m
sort of inbetween, really,” Cherry said. The
studio sale of paintings will take place at 3335 Tills Drive. Inquiries: 0437 352 761.

For advertising enquiries call 9844 0555

people would want to learn from
me. We’ve created an amazing little
tribe of people who I deeply care
about – I love hearing their stories
and seeing them flourish with a
little bit of encouragement.
ST: How did you come to found
the Melbourne Gospel Choir (left)?
RW: It happened quite by accident! Reba McInytre was touring
Australia and her vocal director
happened to be a Christian and
rang a few churches asking to put
together a choir for TV performances.
Since then, we have sung at Carols By Candlelight almost every
year—and this is the highlight
of our year—and performed on
Channel Nine, Hey Hey It’s Saturday,
and with artists Delta Goodrem,
Westlife, Guy Sebastian, James
Morrison, Marina Prior, Marcia
Hines, Natalie Basingthwaite …
and many others.
Fifteen years on we still are just a
bunch of friends who get together

to sing and have fun! It’s been an
amazing experience.
ST: What is it that you love most
about Warrandyte?
RW: Oh gosh, Warrandyte took
us by surprise! We moved here two
years ago not knowing much about
the incredible community spirit. In
two years I have met the kindest
people, people who have dropped
off meals when my dad passed
away, people who helped when my
mum was in hospital. I have sold
stuff on the Warrandyte Facebook
page, and had buyers turn up
with food—Joan makes the best
wontons ever!
We choose to use as many services as we can in Warrandyte
because we love the people and
the country feel. In fact, we love it
so much we convinced my brother
and sister in law to move here! It’s
such an amazing place, scenic,
peaceful, but it’s really the people
who make Warrandyte such a special place to live.
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Say hello to
Sandi & James,
our new editors
SANDI MILLER AND JAMES POYNER
WE would like to introduce ourselves as
your new Warrandyte Diary editors. Together, we are looking forward to taking over
this role in the new year, and can only hope
we can live up to the considerable legacy
that Cliff Green and Scott Podmore have left.
Sandi: I moved to Warrandyte 17 years ago
and fell in love with the people, the environment and the community. A community
that has supported me through all my ups
and downs over those years. I have lived
variously on both sides of the river; after reluctantly leaving my first Warrandyte home
in the north, then renting in Brackenbury
Street, and recently buying a house in the
West End. Warrandyte has become such an
important part of my life, through my work
with the CFA, the kinder community, the
school community and the arts and sporting clubs.
James: Originally from the UK, but now
settled in Warrandyte, I have always been interested in words. Throughout high school
and university my focus was on the written
word and in 2008 I graduated with a BA in
Arts, majoring in Creative Writing. Since
then I have worked in broadcasting and
have been able to work for news services in
the UK and the Middle East. During the past
six months, I have written enthusiastically

for the Diary. I love living in Warrandyte
and I am looking forward to contributing to
this awesome community by co-editing the
newspaper.
Sandi: Having worked in the media for all
of that time, both professionally and as a
volunteer with this paper, when the opportunity to edit the beloved Diary came up, I
naturally jumped at the chance to be able to
help tell Warrandyte its stories.
James: With Sandi’s strengths in hard-hitting issues such as the CFA, the Warrandyte
Bridge and politics, and my passion for telling a good story we hope to produce a paper that informs, enlightens and entertains.
Sandi and James: Each editor brings
something new to the Diary and while we
hope to make the transition into our new
role as seamless a possible, we are looking
forward to shaping the Diary in our own
image and engaging with the Warrandyte
groups and causes which we feel need better representation in the community. We
invite everyone in the community to share
their news and events with us, so we can
make this a paper for everyone in Warrandyte.
Email Sandi at sandi@warrandytediary.
com.au or James at james@warrandyte
diary.com.au

Fire Preparedness Works

Planning Scheme
Amendment C101 Investigation

Parks Victoria and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
advise that fire preparedness activities will be carried out in local parks and

On 22 November 2016, Nillumbik Shire Council resolved to
appoint Christopher Wren QC as independent investigator to
undertake an investigation into the circumstances surrounding
the failure of Council to notify the Minister for Planning of the
abandonment of Planning Scheme Amendment C101 at the
Special Meeting of Council’s Policy & Services Committee held
on 13 April 2016.

reserves over the coming weeks.
This includes the creation and maintenance of fuelbreaks and fire access tracks,
slashing and weed management, as well as preparing for and carrying out
planned burning activities.

A copy of the Council resolution and terms of reference for the enquiry
can be viewed at www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/c101termsofreference.

With crews and machinery working onsite, some park areas will be closed for

Interested members of the public are invited to make written submissions
in relation to the matters covered in the terms of reference by emailing
these to NillumbikC101investigation@huntvic.com.au or by posting
the same to:

public safety while works are underway.
These works are part of an ongoing program to reduce bushfire risk to
communities, property and the environment.

Hunt & Hunt Lawyers,
Attention: Nillumbik C101 Investigation,
GPO Box 1533N,
Melbourne VIC 3001

For more information on fuelbreaks go to
www.parks.vic.gov.au/park-management/bushfire-management/mfep

All submissions received prior to 5pm on 9 December 2016, will be
considered by the independent investigator in preparing his report.

or for information about planned burning activities go to

More information
Phone 13 1963
www.parks.vic.gov.au

ZO680886

www.delwp.vic.gov.au/ffmvic

DID YOU KNOW

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil
@nillumbikshire
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
Lions Australia has a reputation for always being there for
the community, where there is a need, there is a Lion.
Call Bill Gerritsen 0429 325 166
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Fond farewell to our Kibbled King
HAVE just been helping Herself
make this year’s Christmas
cake. The Christmas puddings
were made a few weeks ago
and at the moment, they are
sitting in the fridge waiting for the
flavours to meld and develop. Actually, there are two different puddings
in the fridge as we now have family
members who are gluten intolerant
and others who are vegan and run
screaming from the room if confronted by any ingredient that, at some
time in its life, has had a face. The
result is that for any extended family
meal, before a dish can be made, all
ingredients must be scrupulously
scrutinised for evidence of gluten
and fluttering eyelashes.
When Christmas Day dawns and
we are all around the table and the
puddings come steaming to the
table, Herself, saint that she is, will
assuage the questioning glances by
indicating which of all the offerings
on the table pass muster. I don’t remember Mum having to worry about
such things. The food was served
and if you didn’t like it, wouldn’t eat
it or were philosophically opposed
to currants or orange peel, then you
would be assured that there was
always the dog waiting for your leftovers. My fading memory suggests
that the dog usually went hungry.
But back to the cake – let them
eat it! I am eternally amazed at how
recipes come into being. Surely
there wasn’t some tireless cook who
was chained to a kitchen bench,
endlessly experimenting with the
proportions and types of ingredients. And I cite the Christmas cake
as an example.
My bench chaining was brief but

kibbled
I have kept copies of
all my articles and
one day, I will sit or lie
down and read the lot
to discover what sort
of man I have been.
Whatever I discover,
I know that without
Herself I would have
been a lesser one.
in that time, I was instructed to
weigh several tonnes of currants,
sultanas, cranberries, raisins and
candied peel. To these was added a
sack of flour, several kilos of brown
sugar, slabs of butter, a lorry load
of slivered almonds, a farm load of
eggs, most of the remaining spices
from Batavia, salt and all the orange
juice and zest from Sunraysia. All
this was poured into a cement mixer
and moistened with the odd keg of
Muscat, Port and Brandy. All this
is now regularly churned and left
to ‘prove’, ‘cure’ or do whatever a
mixture like this does over night.
How on earth was this recipe
concocted? Perhaps a castle was
besieged and there was nothing bet-

ter to do to while away the months
than experiment with whatever was
left in the cellar pantry. How many
failed, trial Christmas cakes were fed
to the chained prisoners and how
much reheated and tipped over the
ramparts onto the vegans below?
Eventually, perhaps over generations of trial and error, we arrived at
a recipe that works. Over that time
the excesses have been eliminated
and what remains is a balanced, fail
proof recipe. It seems that we only
advance through trial and error.
I suppose the same is still going on.
In the never ending quest for novelty or to gain a hat for a restaurant,
chefs seem determined ‘to go where
no man has gone before’. Occasion-

ally, I glance through one of Herself’s
food mags and I’m gobsmacked at
some of the offerings. Why, in the
name of baked beans on toast do
they have to try and convince us that
turnip and lime macarons are worth
trying? Yes, I know I’m a boring old
fart but I’d like to think that I’m a
BOF with some taste and discretion.
I know that on Christmas Day, I will
devour the turkey and ham, gobble
up the roasted potatoes and whatever vegetables are deemed suitable. I
will have a few servings of pudding,
complete with delicious animal by
products. Both before and after CD
I will enjoy the slabs of Christmas
cake, subtly complemented by
shortbread and chocolate-dipped,

candied orange peel. All without a
politically correct thought! You see,
it’s time to pass over that task to
others as this is my last ‘Kibbled’
column
It’s sobering to reflect on the fact
that some of you out there were not
born when I started writing ‘Kibbled”, 34 years ago. Of course, I was
just a youngster at the time. We had
built a house in North Warrandyte,
our two kids were going to WPS,
I was involved in the Warrandyte
Drama Group, Herself was at the
Eltham Living and Learning Centre
and we were ‘happy locals’.
In my years with The Diary, under
the professional editorship of Cliff
Green and more recently, Scott
Podmore, I have been privileged to
be able to share my life with you;
my joys, my gripes and reflections
on life. Throughout those 34 years,
Jock’s fabulous cartoons have improved whatever I have written.
I have kept copies of all my articles
and one day, I will sit or lie down
and read the lot to discover what
sort of man I have been. Whatever I
discover, I know that without Herself
I would have been a lesser one.
That said, all I have to do now, is
press my ... last ... full...stop.
ROGER KIBELL
Ah Roger, it’s a sad, sad day
saying farewell to one of our
greats! On behalf of the Diary I
offer a heartfelt thank you for
all your wonderful columns, engaging and entertaining turns of
phrase. We also thank the lovely
Herself for being the subject of
so many great yarns. You will
always be a part of the Diary.
(Scott P, editor)

Jumping the gun with NY resolutions
GOSH, I must be starting to look
my age. The last half-dozen times
I’ve boarded a crowded train, some
generous person has jumped up to
offer me their seat.
How thankful I’ve been to sink
onto it, too, at the end of a long day!
Even when it means squeezing onto
one of those narrow “please vacate
this seat for the elderly and infirm”
benches that make one’s back ache
after about ten minutes.
Once seated, I delve into my basket
for a half-read paperback then drift
off into another world for half an
hour. By Fairfield I’m oblivious, no
longer travelling to Eltham courtesy
of Melbourne Metro; instead I’m
travelling through a sandstorm on
the Baghdad railway during WWI.
By Heidelberg, I’m not seeing the
green tree-studded view across a
gently rolling landscape towards the
Dandenongs but a blindingly stark

our place
By MARILYN MOORE

view across the white-hot desert towards Faluja. By Eltham I’ve forgotten altogether that I’m on a train, and
it’s a matter of luck as to whether I
remember to get off. I’ve been known
to end up at Hurstbridge.
How could I refuse these kind offers of a seat? Such thoughtfulness
is certainly to be encouraged.
And herein lies the dilemma. Sitting
down on the train is no good for you,
I’m told, and I’m sure “they” know
what they’re talking about. In fact
sitting down anywhere isn’t particularly good for you, and we should
all be doing far less of it. Standing
is better than sitting, and walking is
better than standing.

One of the consequences – one
of the upsides, actually – of having
cancer treatment is being given opportunities to take part in various interesting clinical trials and research
projects. One of the current projects
involves wearing an accelerometer
from time to time to measure activity
levels and discover whether wearing
one of the new fitness bands brings
about any real difference in behaviour. A most worthwhile project,
I thought. Most fitness fads turn out
to be short-lived, but these Garmin
thingies may have real potential.
I was a bit shocked to discover
that even a moderately fit person
like me spends more than 70% of
waking hours sitting down: at work,
in the car, during meals, on public
transport, drinking coffee, writing
articles for the Warrandyte Diary,
playing with digital photos, watching TV … the opportunities seem

boundless. How can you not sit
down to do these things? Yet sitting
should be undertaken only in short
bursts that comprise no more than
50% of one’s day. In other words,
it’s not much good cycling 50–100km once or twice a week if I spend
the rest of my time sitting down.
Unfortunately that’s pretty much all
I feel like doing after something so
strenuous – putting my feet up with
a very long cold cider!
People don’t usually start coming
up with New Year’s resolutions until
after they’ve eaten their Christmas
dinner, but this year I’m jumping
the gun. In 2017 I’m going to be like
a cat on a hot tin roof, jumping up
out of my chair at every opportunity. Smaller mugs of tea, perhaps, in
order to have more of them. Less
time day-dreaming, less time on the
computer. Actually doing things,
instead of just saying I’m going to

do them. I’m sure the garden will be
joyous in consequence. You might
even see me walking to the market.
Now I’ve got that little monitor firmly
strapped to my wrist, nagging me to
get up whenever I sit for too long,
there will be no escape. Somehow
I think that even our longest bike
rides will be a doddle in comparison.
Nevertheless, I’m going to give it my
best shot.
And, much as it goes against the
grain, I can begin by refusing all offers of a seat on the train. But thank
you so much for your thoughtfulness. Best wishes for the loveliest
of Christmases, and health and
happiness evermore!
We love you, Marilyn, and thank
you from the bottom of our hearts
for all your great contributions
over the years. The Diary has been
very lucky to have you. We wish
you all the best (editor, Scott P).

some of our smaller native bees so
I have been keeping watch on warm
days. The first bee visitor is one of
few that I can confidently identify.
The wing veins tell me this is one
of the Halictid bees. Its common
name is Native Calophyllae Halictid
bee, not much easier to remember
than its scientific name which is
Lasioglossum calophyllae. Halictids
are a group of native bees that are
sometimes given the ignoble name
of ‘sweat bees’.
Apparently in some dry areas, bees
of this genus are attracted to human

sweat as a source of moisture. I
prefer the name of ‘furrow bees’
because it reminds me that these
are the bees where the female has a
noticeable furrow on the tip of her
abdomen, although I can only see
this after taking a close-up photo.
This group is also called mining
bees, presumably because they
dig holes in the ground for their
nest. They also have short pointed
tongues but they are attached to
hinged mouthparts that allow them
to reach deeper nectar inside some
tubular flowers.
My eye is caught by a shiny, quick
moving bee amongst the Dianella
or Flax-lilies. It grasps each stamen,
quickly extracting the pollen and
moving on to the next. This is another Halictid bee from the Nomia group
and has been the first persistent
visitor to this lily in my garden this
year. Its species name is ‘flavoviridis’
and refers to its golden green colour.
At last count I have identified 23
different species of native bee in

my garden. It has taken more than
10 years to change my garden from
one with a swimming pool and three
gum trees and endless weeds to one
full of local wildflowers and a wide
variety of insect life. It is a source of
endless learning and pleasure to me.
Summer months ahead
Already the red stems of the Hyacinth Orchid have pushed up like
tall red asparagus and the hillside
will soon be adorned with the pink
blooms of this, the largest of our
local native orchids.
Painted Lady and Yellow Admiral
butterflies are being joined by the
Common Brown Butterfly, the Dainty
Swallowtail and various skippers.
The Imperial Blue Butterflies that
display their entire life cycle on
small Acacias within the Warrandyte township will be in evidence
for those who know where to look.
All this and so much more are just
outside your doorstep on Fourth
Hill and elsewhere in Warrandyte
State Park.

Discoveries in an Indigenous garden
nature
By LINDA ROGAN

LAST month I predicted warmer
weather ahead. Well it came, but 34
degrees one day and 14 degrees max
the next, that’s just ridiculous.
On those few days when the sun
toasted my skin right through my
long-sleeved shirt, many special
insects appeared. I didn’t even need
to go beyond my semi-indigenous
garden.
The Long-tailed Pea-blue
Early in the spring, the Running
Postman ran rampant over my garden beds, its soft clover-like leaves
studded by bright red pea flowers
that poked up everywhere.
A pair of small butterflies, brown
with a hint of blue, danced above.
Bigger than the Common Grass
Blue Butterfly (which will be thick in
summer) and lacking the chequered

fringe of the Saltbush Blue, this couple were new to my garden.
One paused to feed on a Native
Bluebell, allowing me to see the
delicate white tipped tails, double
eye spots and white marking that
identify this species as the Longtailed Pea-blue. The female lays its
eggs inside pea flowers, both native
and introduced. When the caterpillar hatches it begins to devour the
flower and then enters the seed pods
where it feeds on the developing
seeds.
This butterfly should be common
in our neighbourhood where the
noxious weed Montpellier Broom,
thick with yellow pea flowers, is
found in many gardens, but I like
to think that the native peas in my
garden have attracted it.
Native flowers and native bees
Bright yellow daisies crown a tall
groundsel with glossy linear leaves.
This Fireweed Groundsel is blooming for the first time in my garden.
Yellow daisies are often popular with
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Our CFA brigades get
By SANDI MILLER

N a warm November
Sunday 200 fire fighters
from 30 brigades descended on Warrandyte
to train for responding
to several of bushfire scenarios
that could affect the area in this
coming summer.
A series of exercises were
conducted by volunteers from
Warrandyte and Wonga Park and
volunteers and career staff from
the integrated South Warrandyte
brigade.
Maroondah Group training
manager Lt Will Hodgson said
fire fighters from neighbouring
areas were given an idea of the
challenges faced where the Green
Wedge meets metropolitan Melbourne.
The crews experienced scenarios from protecting houses
in the difficult terrain of North
Warrandyte to supporting a Place
of Last Resort where hundreds of
residents may take shelter from
an oncoming bushfire.
Lt Hodgson said the logistical
support of Manningham City
Council and the Salvation Army
allowed for a realistic exercise
which gave the brigades a chance
to prepare for summer.
“We are making sure the fire
fighters’ skills are ready to go
for summer and to give the crew
leaders and strike team leaders
the opportunity to plan for what
they are going to do if they are
tasked to provide asset protection
in the greater Warrandyte area,”
he said.
Warrandyte CFA captain Adrian
Mullens said CFA volunteers and
career staff were working together to protect the Warrandyte
Community this fire season, and
all year round.
“The South Warrandyte career
staff are able to turn out to incidents quicker than the volunteers,
but we will always be out supporting the community with them,”
he said.
Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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ready for hot summer
We are making sure the
fire fighters’ skills are ready
to go for summer

Keeping it in the family at North CFA
By SCOTT PODMORE

THERE’S no shortage of Sproule-Carrolls at North
Warrandyte CFA as Riley, Kieran and Tyson have
decided to join their father and firey of seven years
Damien Sproule-Carroll, our local brigade is happy to
report.
North Warrandyte CFA is always welcoming of new
members, according to captain Mick Keating.
“Over time there has been a large commitment from
families to the brigade,” Capt Mick Keating said. “As
well as the three Sproule-Carroll brothers we have had
the three Burriss brothers (we still have two of them,
Trent 1st LT and Simon 4LT ), and there are lots of
father and sons or daughters, as well as mothers and
daughters. We have about 40 members made up of
about 25 fire fighters and 15 members who are part of
the Brigade Auxiliary ( They look after the fundraising
for the brigade),” he added.

“Anyone interested can have a look at the brigade
website www.nwcfa.org.au and if anyone is interested
in becoming a member can either drop into their
local CFA or visit cfa.vic.gov.au/volunteer-careers/
volunteers and register their interest.”
As for the coming summer and bushfire season, Capt
Keating offers some advice.
“No one knows what this summer brings, but people
need to have a fire plan and when the time comes
people need to stick to their plan. If people don’t have
a fire plan they need to go to cfa.vic.gov.au/planprepare and get themselves prepared for when fire
comes to the greater Warrandyte area. It will make the
Fire Brigade job a lot easier if people have a fire plan.”
Four for fighting: New recruits above at North
Warrandyte CFA Riley Sproule-Carroll, Kieran SprouleCarroll and Tyson Sproule-Carroll with their father
Damien Sproule-Carroll.
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Tongues are wagging
review
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

SPEAKING in Tongues, written by
Andrew Bovell and directed by Susan Rundle, is the play that the film
Lantana was based on.
The film involved many well known
actors, but the Warrandyte Theatre
Company produced the play as it
was originally written, with only four
actors – Michael Fenemore, Gabby
Llewelyn Salter, Gemma Porter and
Christopher Farrell, playing nine
different roles.
As an audience member commented, “It was a cracker.” The play deals
with what I would call First World
problems amongst those in their
40s starting to question what life is
all about.
The production was delivered by
professionals and in a most professional way by all involved. It was
like viewing a masterclass in drama.
Learning the lines and presenting
them so efficiently and effectively
must have been extremely difficult
for the actors involved, but they
were delivered with ease.
For those locals who have never
been to one of the Warrandyte Theatre Company’s plays, you don’t
know what you are missing. It is
always an excellent night out.

The Cliffy
to return
in 2017
By SCOTT PODMORE

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

Carols on December 17
THE combined churches of Warrandyte and Park Orchards will
present the Warrandyte Community Carols at Stiggants Reserve on
Saturday December 17 commencing at 7.30pm.
The special guest artist this year
is Judd Field, who sings with the
Melbourne Gospel Choir and who
is a regular featured artist at Carols
by Candlelight at the Sidney Myer
Music Bowl.
Warrandyte’s Sarah Valentine will
again perform at the Carols event.
She proved herself as a seasoned
performer winning through to the
live rounds on last year’s series of
The Voice.
An enthusiastic and talented
group of locals have recently
formed a choir called Enchoir and
they have agreed to perform on
the night.
The program will also feature
Renae Mockler, an outstanding
gospel/soul/blues singer from the
Community Church who has been
enthralling audiences throughout
Melbourne with her warm, mellow
vocals.
She will also form a duet with
Agnieshka Markwell, a talented
young soloist with the Australian
Girls’ Choir. Kevin O’Mara also
returns this year to open the show

with some good old Aussie carols.
They will be joined by our local
tenor, Raymond Khong, accompanied by his wife May Gavin on
the piano. Ray has sung with the
Australian Opera, and the Victorian State Opera, and has thrilled
the crowds at the Carols over the
past few years with his powerful
renditions of inspiring songs.
The Bellbird Singers will be
featured throughout the evening
as well as leading the singing of
the traditional carols favourites,
accompanied by the 40 piece Eltham Concert Band. Choirs from
Warrandyte, Kangaroo Ground
and Anderson’s Creek primary
schools will also perform during
the program.
Come early to pat the animals in
the children’s farm and bring your
picnic tea. Food and drinks can
be bought on the night. Glo sticks
and candles will be available for
purchase and donations will be accepted during the performance for
the annual Christmas Bowl Appeal.
If it is raining during the day, and
bad weather is forecast for the
evening, the program will be held
the following evening on Sunday
December 18. Inquiries can be
made through the Warrandyte
Community Church on 9844 4148.

THE Warrandyte Diary is calling all
aspiring writers, young and old, to
start thinking about entering The
Cliffy, a new short story competition
which launched last year.
Specific details of next year’s event
will be promoted in the February
edition of the Diary.
Antony Pollock was the winner of
the inaugural event with his wonderful short story titled The Hermit.
The Cliffy celebrates and honours the contribution to Australian
writing made by Cliff Green (OAM,
above) and to promote the skill of
writing and the pleasure of reading
in the community.
The competition is open to everyone and will be judged by a panel
representing the Warrandyte Diary
and the Warrandyte Library.
The entries can be submitted by
email as a word document and are
to be strictly limited to 1000 words.
There will be no restrictions on
subject, however, the entry must
be suitable for un-edited publication
in the Warrandyte Diary and on the
Diary website.

Christmas
Market
on the riverbank
Saturday, December 17

Have a great time Chloe
Chloe Williams, a Year 12 student at Warrandyte High
School is about to leave for Italy and the Netherlands, as
one of 50 student applicants travelling to all parts of the
globe as part of the Lions International Youth Exchange
Program. Lions President Jenni Dean said Warrandyte Lions
is proud to send Chloe to Europe as an ambassador for the
Warrandyte area. Chloe will return from this cultural exchange in late January. Her hosts
will be Lions Club members in Florence and Amsterdam.
Please contact our President Jenni Dean 0401 963 583 if you are able
to assist us in continuing our valuable community work.
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Nieta’s book spikes interest in China
By MAREE BAKER

LOCAL emerging author Nieta
Manser has signed a deal with
Chinese Publisher, Chinese
Simplified, to have her newly
released children’s picture book,
Echindas Can’t Cuddle, sold overseas.
After her Australian publisher
took her book to the Frankfurt
Bookfair in November, she was
quickly offered a five-year deal to
have her book sold to the Chinese
children’s book market.
The publishing offer came as
a surprise to Nieta who has only
just had the book published for
the Australian market. In fact, the
release of the book in Australia
has not yet been made official.
“I haven’t even had time to organise my book launch yet,” the
local schoolteacher said.
Echindas Can’t Cuddle is the
story of a little echidna who desperately wants to feel the joy of a
cuddle. With a body covered in
quills he cannot find anyone who
is willing to give him a hug. On
his journey into the Australian
bush to find himself he encounters many dangers where his
spikes ensured his survival.
Nieta’s inspiration for the book
came after observing an echidna down by the Yarra River in
Warrandyte. Her experience as a
primary school teacher allowed
Nieta to incorporate educational
needs such as animal adaptation
into the story.
“I believe children learn best
when engaged in a story,” she
said. “And the brilliant illustrations by Lauren Merrick expose
children to a huge range of native

Doing it for the kids:
Local author Nieta Manser
with her new book,
Echidnas Can’t Cuddle.

Australian bush animals.”
This is Nieta’s first published
book, but she has other manuscripts ready to go and is now
considering finding a literary
agent to help her speed this process along.
Echindas Can’t Cuddle is available for purchase at the local
White Owl Espresso Bar or Warrandyte Lollies and Treats.

Black Cat track attack book published
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

THE 2013 attack on the Black Cat
track in the Morobe Province of
Papua New Guinea shocked and
saddened people worldwide, but
the event also held a particular significance in Warrandyte.
Three porters and 10 trekkers
were killed, while other trekkers
were wounded. Peter Stevens and
Rod Clarke, both Warrandyte residents, were unfortunate enough
to be present and have a first-hand
experience of the attack.
Despite the obvious negatives of
being involved with such a traumatic event, the trekkers did take
away positives, most notably a
strong bond and connection with
the porters that may otherwise
not have occurred. The story of
this connection, the event and its
aftermath have now been published into a book Attack on the
Black Cat Track, written by Max
Carmichael, which ought to attract
large interest from the Warrandyte
community.
“All us trekkers wanted to record
the incident, we actually commis-

sioned the author. Five of us were
military and Max is ex military
himself, one of us trekkers met him
and asked if he’d be interested,”
said Stevens, pictured right.
“Its probably been being written
for about two years. That’s not
because Max is slow, it’s because
you’re dealing with a lot of different trekkers that have input. One
of the things that Max relied on
quite heavily is that we were actually the subject of an episode on
Australian Story on the ABC. The
interesting thing I found, I learnt
a lot about what happened by
reading the book. You think you’re
a central participant, you think
you’d know a lot, but I learnt a lot
about what other people thought.”
The details of the attack are widely known already by members of
the community, but the thoughts,
reactions and subsequent actions
of trekkers, including Stevens,
remain unknown to many. The
purpose of the book is to allow this
side of the story to be told and for
Stevens, the emotion between the
trekkers and porters is what he

feels most vividly.
“I think the main thing for all of
us trekkers was the fact that we
felt for the porters. There were two

killed immediately, one died later
of wounds. There was also another
six who were pretty badly cut up.
Obviously there were families of
people who died and in Papua New
Guinea there is no social welfare so
we were pretty concerned, and set
up a porters trust fund. The most
important thing for me was the
help that we provided to next of
kin and people who were injured,”
Stevens said.
The Black Cat Porters trust
has made a major difference in
the lives of the porters and their
families, assisting them with the
injuries that don’t allow them to
resume their work.
“The trust actually funded one of
the guys, Andrew Natau to come
out here for surgery. He had surgery at Cabrini hospital, he was
here for about six months at the
trusts’ expense, and we found a
place for him to stay,” Stevens told
the Diary.
“He really was basically crippled
and this surgery allowed him to
walk properly again. It did allow
him to get some of his life back.

The key for me as I actually say
in the book, those guys wouldn’t
have been there if not for us tourists, they were working to support
us.”
The Warrandyte connection
aside, local residents will take interest in the book because of the
similar nature of the Warrandyte
and porter community, according
to Stevens.
“I think for me, whatever actions
we take, we still have responsibilities. Even though obviously the
porters and their people weren’t
part of our community, they have
their own and their community
isn’t wealthy enough to provide
for them in dire circumstances.
Warrandyte is a tight community,
these people also live in tight communities. The difference is we can
absorb disaster a lot better, whereas they can’t.”
Attack On The Black Cat Track
is available for purchase at book
stores, containing interviews
from trekkers, pictures and other
platforms that detail the incident.

Biggest and Best range of plants, pots,
trees, fashion, decor and gifts at
unbeatable value this Spring.

Matthew our garden consultant
can come to your home and
make your garden dreams a
reality. Book a consultation now.
9844 3027
www.warranglen.com.au
373 Warrandyte Rd Warrandyte
(corner Jumping Creek Rd)
Garden Centre 9844 3027
Cafe 9844 1322
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CHRISTMAS EVE CELEBRATIONS!
We are looking forward to another great Christmas Eve celebration at The Grand.
To make this another great night we ask all to have fun and play it safe!
Balcony and all rooms open with live entertainment and DJs
Great food and good times · Courtesy bus available
Dress is Smart Casual - no flip flops, singlets, workwear or high-vis gear please
The Grand practices responsible serving of alcohol and does not tolerate antisocial behaviour or illicit drug use.

110 YARRA ST, WARRANDYTE

(03) 9844 3202

INFO@GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

@GRANDWARRANDYTE
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The management of the Warrandyte Riverside Committee has donated thousands
of dollars to local schools for awards and scholarships. It has also provided financial
assistance to needy members of our community with chronic and life threatening
medical conditions. Thank you to the supporters of our monthly market for
making these donations possible. Remaining funds are used to provide food
vouchers for local families experiencing financial hardship.
Contact: 0418 479 735 or 9844 4100
Extra market Dec 17th, first market 2017 Feb 4th

GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

@GRAND -HOTEL -WARRANDYTE

Santa comes to town!

Courtesy of the CFA and their mighty fire trucks.
He will visit Warrandyte, North Warrandyte and South
Warrandyte between 8am & 1pm Sunday December 18.

‘You better look out….’
Proudly sponsored by
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Charter Bus from Warrandyte to Billanook daily
2017 College Tours
Tuesday 7 February - School at Work Tour
Saturday 25 February- Saturday Morning Tour & Scholarship Exam
Friday 24 March - School at Work Tour

An Independent, Co-educational School
in the tradition of the Uniting Church
Educating children from
Early Learning to Year 12

Reserve your spot now at www.billanook.vic.edu.au
Tel: 9725 5388 - 197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms

n!

2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community since 2002
Proudly supporting the community since 2002

Proudly Spring
supporting
community
since 2002
intothe
Spring
this year!!!
As winter starts to warm up and we start enjoying this lovely spring
weather, why not treat yourself or the family with a limited time offer.

Are you ready for the SUMMER HOLIDAYS?
into
Spring
year!!!
For the monthSpring
of October
mention
thisthis
ad, and
we will take $10 off

Whether
it be of
down
the beach,
lying pool side,
camping or
the price
any at
treatment
at Warrandyte
Osteopathy.
escaping
thetoAustralian
summer,
let us
get your
body
ready!
As winter
starts
warm up and
we start
enjoying
this
lovely
spring
weather,
not get
treat
yourself
or the
with amonths
limitedor
time
offer.
Comewhy
in and
yourself
sorted
forfamily
the coming
ﬁx the
We treat
everything
from
headaches
to
toe
problems
in
the
problems that have been brewing over the last few!
young right
up to this
the “not
so old”.
For the month of October
mention
ad, and
we will take $10 off
the price of any treatment at Warrandyte Osteopathy.
So come down and see us at Warrandyte Osteopathy and let
us help
Come in and get yourself sorted
foryou!
the coming months or ﬁx the

problems that have been brewing over the last few!
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Shop 2, 90-92
Warrandyte,
3113
Melbourne
Hill Road
(Next
to Ruby Tuesday)
Warrandyte,
3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Unleashed at Crystal Brook
Tanna the visiting Blue
Heeler took time out
to promote Crystal
Brook Tourist Park’s
new activity filled off
leash area as our local
holiday park prepares
for a special day to
celebrate its new inclusion.
Shannon and the
CBTP team invite
locals and friends to
“celebrate your dog”
with Crystal Brook
Tourist Park’s Off
leash Grand Opening
Day on Saturday December 17 from 9am
to 2pm – the perfect
thing to do after
popping into the last
Warrandyte Riverside
Community Market for
the year.
The day will be a
fundraiser for local animal shelter, including
sausage sizzle, raffles
and Santa photo opportunities with your
dog.
Local dog friendly
businesses will be
there to attend.
Visit cbtp.com.au
for more information
about Crystal Brook
Tourist Park.

Europe full
of surprises

Diary goes global up north

We’ve been to Eur ope
many times and are looking for something differ ent. What can you suggest?
(Ana, Park Orchards)
Ana, Europe is a continent
which never ceases to surprise. If you’ve ticked Buckingham Palace, the Eiffel
Tower and the Trevi Fountain off
your list, then have a think about
heading east to the Danube River in
Germany and the Dalmation Coast
in Croatia.
The Danube, the second longest
river in Europe has only in recent
times come alive as a tourist destination. Next year marks the 300th
anniversary of Maria Theresa’s birth.
A river cruise along this mighty river
will see you travel in style through
the very places she ruled for over
forty years. There are many events
planned to mark the occasion.
You may even find yourself at a private reception hosted by a Habsburg
princess at her castle! If you love
history, art, architecture and music
then next year is a very special time
to travel to this region.
After cruising why not get those
feet back on terra firma and jump
on a coach tour of the Dalamatian
Riviera. This is a great way to see
this area steeped in stunning natural
beauty. It’s history is a moving story
told along the way.
If you’re like me, travel must be
an opportunity to immerse yourself
in and savour exquisite food and
wine. The Danube and the Dalmatian Riviera will not disappoint in
this regard.

Travel tip

We’re proud to see Carole Lush, a former
Warrandyte resident of 50 years, showing off the
Warrandyte Diary in the cafes of Redcliffe and
Scarborough. Friends from Warrandyte post the
Diary up to her in Queensland each month and she
really enjoys catching up with the news.
Meanwhile, our outgoing editor found an oldie but a
goodie he took some time back in Stockholm.
Send your entries to info@warrandytediary.com.au
with Diary Goes Global in the subject line and be in
the running to win a weekend away at Crystal Brook
Holiday Park.

If you are interested in travelling to
a country or region do your homework before you book. Choose your
dates carefully and try to be there to
coincide with a festival or anniversary. Very often the city or country will
come alive with local celebrations,
all adding to the experience. Here
are a few annual festivals to tempt
you: Snow and Ice Festival, Harbin,
China , Carnevale in Venice and Holi
in Nepal, Sri Lanka and India.
Our travel expert Carolyn is the
manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise. Email her at carolyn@
warrandytetravel.com.au

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Sri Lankan cloud surfing
Diary scribe RUTH BIRCH
is our last guest travel writer
for the year as she takes us
floating through the clouds
over Sri Lanka.
FEW holiday destinations can
rival Sri Lanka when it comes to
diverse landscapes and breathtaking natural beauty. From gloriously golden beaches to vast forests,
lakes and jungles, while the
island nation does have dry and
wet seasons, it maintains a fairly
comfortable climate throughout
the year.
From November to April, the
dry season brings with it the opportunity to ride a hot air balloon
over the cultural triangle, an area
in central Sri Lanka famous for its
ancient cultural and archaeological history.
It was still dark when we arrived at the launch site where an
enormous fan was blowing cold
air into the balloons as the pilot
completed his safety checks. He
then ushered us into the dome of
the colourful nylon envelope, a
breathtaking and unique experience.
Setting off at dawn, the balloon
rose with the sun, and we were
soon treated to the sight of the
giant golden Buddha guarding the
Dambulla Cave Temple.
Later, grinning children followed the balloons, waving
enthusiastically as they sprinted
along the rice paddy mounds. We
then passed over grazing herds
of water buffalo before finally
landing in a field where we were
welcomed by the locals and treated to a glass of champagne by the
pilot.
That afternoon we drove to the
heart of the Minneriya National
Park with the hope of catching a
glimpse of some elephants in the
wild. Expecting to see just a couple, I was blown away at the sight
of the huge herd as we made our
way into a clearing. Calves butted
heads and wrapped trunks, chasing each other around and squirting water from the nearby lake.
We also were lucky enough to see
peacocks, monkeys, and eagles.
Early the next morning we
headed off for a close-up view of
Sigiriya Rock, a fortress on top of
a huge plateau formed from the
magma of an extinct volcano.
The reward for climbing the
rock is the incredible 360-degree
views of the lush surrounding
jungle and the symmetrical gardens below that guide visitors to
the main entrance. The fortress
complex includes ponds, canals,
alleys and fountains, with the
landscaped gardens among the
oldest in the world.
Visitors usually spend about two

hours climbing to the top, passing through two huge lion claws
sculpted out of the surrounding
rock. The ancient site opens at
7am each day and attracts plenty
of visitors so it’s advisable to arrive early to avoid them.
Our driver remained wonderfully patient as we drove south,
requesting numerous stops at the
sprawling tea plantations which
employ over 200,000 people in
the country.
Women dressed in bright saris

hoist the large baskets through
the endless rows of shrubs, picking the leaves by hand.
Eventually we made our way
through the cool mountainous
area to Dalhousie, a tiny town at
the base of Sri Pada, also known
as Adam’s Peak. A 5500 step hike
up a mountain, the gruelling
climb would prove to be the most
physically demanding challenge
of my life.
Setting out at 2am, twinkling
ribbons of lights illuminated the

path to the top. Zig-zaging up the
mountain, climbers pass rows and
rows of prayer cards, statues and
shrines as well as dedicated shopkeepers who climb every day to
sell refreshments.
We took the steps slowly, the
height of each gradually increasing to the point that we were
forced to hoist ourselves up the
last hundred metres using the
dew-covered handrails.
Just when we thought we
couldn’t push any further, pant-

7.5% EARLY PAYMENT DISCOUNT*

ing and sore, we made it to the
very top where a modest temple
provided the perfect place to reflect on the sheer determination
and willpower it took to reach it.
Leaving the climb until the end
of the trip was a smart move as it
took a couple of days to recover
after navigating the steep steps to
the summit and back down again.
The last stop on our Sri Lankan
adventure was a day spa for a
much needed and well-earned
massage.

DANUBE DELIGHTS &
THE DALMATIAN RIVIERA
From Pragues spectacular
City of Spires to Mostar’s famous
Stari Most, see the very best of
the Dalmatian Riviera and
incredible Danube.

23 Days | From $9,120*
NOW $8452.50 PP*
SAVE $667.50 PP*

^Conditions apply. Prices are per person (PP) twin share. Prices vary by departure date. Europe & Britain tours must be booked and paid in full by 23 February 2017 to qualify for 7.5% Early Payment Discount. Promotion code PPFCWCBONUS17B must be quoted at the time of
booking for offer to apply. Discount Applies to land portion of the tour only (cruise exempt). Early Payment Discount is not available on all itineraries and is subject to availability at time of booking. Offers may be withdrawn or amended at any time.
UW4434
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Ronnie’s 30 years
My MICHAELA COLLINS

THE year 2016 has brought about
a significant achievement for one
of the much-loved teachers at Warrandyte Kindergarten with Veronica
“Ronnie’ Pedersen, four year old
group teacher and Educational
Leader, this year celebrating an
incredible 30 years of teaching at
the kinder.
Kinder families and staff, along
with Ronnie’s past colleagues and
friends from other preschool centres, recently gathered at a celebratory function held by Warrandyte
Kindergarten at Now and Not Yet
Cafe.
Guests took pleasure in sharing
stories of time spent with Ronnie;
with many laughs and glowing accounts given of Ronnie’s teaching
expertise and special way with
children.
To commemorate the occasion,
Ronnie was presented with a book
containing photos and endearing
quotes from former kinder students
spanning her 30 years at the kindergarten. Melissa Baggoley (nee
Dousek), a former student of Ronnie’s and whose own children have
attended Warrandyte Kindergarten,
created Ronnie’s book after making
contact with many past students via
social media. Warrandyte Kindergarten thanks all of those past kindergarten families who contributed.
Ronnie has seen much change in
her 30 years of teaching at Warrandyte Kindergarten. It was Ronnie
who put her foot through the floor
of the “old” kinder building which
resulted in the discovery of a termite
infestation which led to the building

being demolished.
While the now kindergarten building was being rebuilt in 1994, the
kindergarten was moved to the
Warrandyte Community Centre as
a “pack-away” kindergarten. This
was labour intensive for the kinder
teachers and educators at the time
with daily set up and pack up of all
kinder equipment and materials, but
ensured that a kindergarten program
was still available for children of
the Warrandyte and surrounding
community.
Government department changes
over Ronnie’s 30 years of teaching

have created much change to kindergarten programming.
“The introduction of the National
Quality standards has increased the
quality of early childhood education across our profession and the
Victorian Early Years Learning and
Development Framework has been
beneficial in providing a common
language for all early childhood
professionals,” according to Ronnie.
Ronnie likens her experience in
Warrandyte to that of the country
town in which she grew up. “I’ve
always felt a great sense of welcome
and community here in Warrandyte,

similar to where I had been brought
up, where everyone looked after
everyone else, and there was a sense
of caring. This is something that we
all try to engender wholeheartedly
at our kinder amongst the children,
families and staff,” says Ronnie.
“It has been a great joy to teach
at Warrandyte Kinder,” Ronnie
continues. “Having the continuity
of families and staff helps to build
trusting relationships over the
years, creating a very secure and
warm environment in which to work.
And what a beautiful environment
in which to work! We are very lucky
that new facilities such as our Kitchen Garden provide an alternative
learning space for children whose
learning disposition is better suited
to a natural environment. Plus we
get the added benefit of eating the
yummy fresh produce that we harvest and cook.”
On reflection of her 30-year teaching achievements, Ronnie says: “I
have regarded my own journey in
this profession as one of life-long
learning. Early childhood education
is an amazing field to be in. The
growth and development of a child
is never static and is always so individual. There are constant new theories, technology and new regulations
and standards that are keeping us up
to date in quality of our practices.”
Ronnie’s contribution to the Warrandyte community over her 30
years of teaching at Warrandyte
Kindergarten has been outstanding.
We thank Ronnie for playing such an
important role in the lives of the children and families of Warrandyte and
wish her the very best for the future.

Spooky goings on at the Scout Hall

John leaves
a legacy
Well known local identity John James
has passed away.
John and his wife Margaret took
over the management of Potters
Cottage in 1975 and became directors in 1976, managing the complete
business until purchasing it in 1982.
The arrangement continued for another 20 years until Potters Cottage
was sold in 2002.
John was opener for the Potters
Cottage Prize exhibitions from 1979
through to 1985. The Diary wishes to
extend its condolences to Margaret
and her family.

THE Warrandyte Joey Scouts
usually meet at the Warrandyte
Scout Hall on Tuesdays from
5.45pm to 6.45pm, however, in
the lead up to Halloween they
were strangely absent and their
place was taken by an assortment of witches, ghosts, ghouls
and other spooky characters.
Like our usual Joeys, they had
a great time playing games and
learning new things. After braving a lucky dip filled with ghost
brains (and some more palatable
treats) there were pumpkin skittles and stories about the real
meaning of Halloween.
Like our normal Joeys, our
spooky guests left full of stories
of the adventures they had had
and the new things they had
learnt.
Joey Scouts is for six and
seven-year-olds and focuses on
learning through play and adventure. Children refine their
social skills and develop an
awareness of the natural world

around them, their place in it
and everybody’s role in caring
for it.
Children can try Joeys for free,
so simply drop by the hall on

Tuesdays or find the social media page at Facebook.com/warrandytescouts or email gl.warrandyte@vicscouts.asn.au

Lavrin and Lawrence Orthodontics has recently relocated
into our new state of the art, purpose built facility.
Come and visit our new practice as we continue to care for the local
community for our 17th year.
1 Milne Street Templestowe, VIC 3106

www.lavrinortho.com.au

9846 3811

Vale Bob,
our former
Diary editor
By CLIFF GREEN

BOB Millington has died. For seven
years an editor of the Warrandyte
Diary, Bob was one of Melbourne’s
best known journalists. He lived in
Warrandyte and later, with wife Trish, shifted to the Bend of Islands.
Chief sub-editor of The Age
during the period of the daily’s radical editorial and design makeover,
Bob, along with Diary co-editor
Mark Davis, took the Diary on major steps towards its evolution as a
first-class local newspaper.
Bob’s job at The Age involved
mainly night work, with time for
the Diary during the day. Mark
Davis acted as news editor to Bob’s
overall editorial supervision. Within a couple of years, Mark moved
on and Bob was the Diary’s sole editor. Some time later Bob was made
Age daily Page 2 columnist. This
was a day job. The column was
titled News Diary. We nicknamed
him “Double Diary Bob”. The combined work was overwhelming. He
later told Diary contributor and
academic Sandy Burgoyne: “I used
to get awfully muddled at times as
to what work I was doing — whether it was for (The Age) Diary or the
(Warrandyte) Diary.
Bob Millington redesigned the paper, changed printers and brought
it into full web offset production,
greatly improving the quality and
volume of photos and graphics and
increasing the page size to a full
tabloid format.
As well as transforming the paper’s appearance, Bob introduced
a number of long-lasting features.
These included regular articles on
local history, nature and people.
He told Sandy Burgoyne: “People
always want to read about people.”
He also introduced a wide
range of popular and long-lasting
columns. Roger Kibell began his
regular column at this time. It continues in this current issue (coincidentally his last).
Bob resigned from the Diary
in March 1990 with our heartfelt
thanks, having made a major contribution to our local community
newspaper. He finished his professional career many years later as a
sub-editor on the Leader group of
suburban weeklies.
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Living and learning outdoors
By TAMARA BROWN

ANDERSON’S Creek Primary School
is excited to announce it has been
successful in applying for and receiving a Warrandyte Community Bank
grant to create a Living and Learning
Outdoor Environment which will be
above the mud rock seating area in
the top corner of the school.
The project includes two stages:
one, a sustainable rustic shelter and,
two, a mud rock seating retreat area.
The Living & Learning Shack, as it
will be known, would be built from
recycled materials (fence posts,
corrugated iron etc) so as to support
sustainability as taught in our school
and a high priority in the community.
The outdoor retreat area supports
the shelter in facilitating outdoor
learning, where small groups and
creative work can be done. Research
has shown the proven benefits of
outdoor learning include better
health, decreased stress levels, increased motivation, better attitudes
to the environment, enhanced communication skills, improved memory
and better overall behaviour.
Anderson’s Creek Primary School’s
motto is “learning with the community” and this project will provide an
open, accessible space for students,
teachers, families, sporting groups
and the broader community.
The primary objective of the Living
and Learning Outdoor Environment
is to engage students in learning beyond the classroom. It will be used
for teaching and learning during
classroom hours. Student wellbeing will be enhanced as the shack/
outdoor retreat can accommodate
a grade level by providing ample
space and a relaxing environment
for students to collaborate and learn
together in a natural environment
not constrained by classroom walls.
During break times it will become a
passive play area to enhance student
wellbeing and engagement for all
students.
Another objective of the program
is to enable this outdoor space to
be utilised by the school community
along with the wider Warrandyte
community. All students at Anderson’s Creek Primary will be able to
learn, play and socialise in the new
outdoor area. The shack will also
create another play and sheltered
area for the students who attend
Outside School Hours Care. The
nature of this grant required ACPS
to have a project partner.
“We thank the Warrandyte Cricket
Club for coming on board as they will
benefit from the shelter when they
use the oval in the summer months,”
acting school principal Sue Dyas
said. “Their involvement does not
include any financial contributions
to the project but community support and the possible involvement
in one or more of our Working Bees.
“A big thankyou is also extended to
Deidre Prior (our business manager)
for putting together the grant application, finding our project partner
and getting the quote and diagrams.”

Creekers’ PenPal program gives kids the write stuff
By LINDA ZANATTA

ANDERSON’S Creek Primary School’s Grade
2Z students have been involved in an exchange program with Warrandyte Pre School
students.
The Grade 2Z students have been drafting,
writing, revising, editing and publishing introductory letters, poems and short story picture
books for the Warrandyte Pre School students
to enjoy.
This penpal program has been a great way

for students to connect with neigbouring
schools/students, encouraging their “writer’s
curiosity” while nurturing and expanding
their writing skills.
This writers exchange has encouraged students to build on their passion for the literary
arts. Writing with a sense of purpose supports
the philosophy and principles of the writers
workshop program at Anderson’s Creek Primary School. This penpal writers exchange
has enhanced the learning environment that

already encourages independent writing, by
providing motivation, desire and the context
in which to put the skills and techniques into
practice in the students’ own writing.
The school looks forward to receiving and
reading many of the Warrandyte Pre School
students’ stories and letters.
There is something about a letter and a
book, an invitation to dialogue, the anticipation of response that always encourages children to write.

WPS returns to Tobruk House
By RICHARD GRIFFITHS

THE Grade 6 students at Warrandyte Primary School were very
privileged and proud to visit
Tobruk House and meet the veterans of the famous Tobruk Seige
recently.
Warrandyte Primary School has
had a long running relationship
with The Rats of Tobruk and Tobruk House and this has grown
ever since the school first visited
in the 1980s.
The annual trip has become a
tradition and one which the school
feels very strongly about especially
when the teachers see the Grade
6 students listening to each of the
veterans’ stories.
The annual trip to Tobruk House
is a chance for the students to develop a more personal understand-
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ing of a part of Australia’s history
whilst also practising the values
which are important when being
with the elderly.
During the visit this year students stood as The Ode to the Fallen was read in silence. This was
followed with an introduction to
those few Rats of Tobruk that are
still with us. The students then met
each of the veterans, listened to
their stories and asked questions.
It was wonderful to see how
much joy the diggers got out of
the visit and a tremendous level
of respect was demonstrated by
the children. Warrandyte Primary
School would like to thank Bob,
Jack, Ernie, Reg, Graham, Alistair,
Tony, Keith, Glenda and Kevin for
giving the children this opportunity. Lest we forget.
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Dynamite ‘Dyters

By PAUL GRUBER

ENDURANCE athletes from around
the globe descended on Ulladulla,
NSW, between November 9-18 for
the Adventure Racing World Championships. Among the competitors
were local team Dynamite – Belgravia Leisure, one of 94 teams
tackling land and water in an endurance challenge.
Karina Vitiritti, Angus Rodwell
(both Warrandyte residents), Tim
Boote and Liam St Pierre trained
intensely over a six-month period
to prepare for the 627km race
through the Shoalhaven region,
which consisted of a 115km Trek
component, a 320km Mountain
Bike stage and a 185km pack-raft
and Kayak section.
In a terrific effort, Dynamite –
Belgravia Leisure finished 28th out
of the field, completing the course
five days and six hours after the
starting gun, with only a map and
compass to guide them.
“We are very satisfied to come
away from such a large World
Championships as the fifth best
placed Aussie team, and 28th overall was better than we expected
… our teamwork and willingness
to work together allowed us to
perform better than many other
highly ranked international teams,”
Rodwell said.
The worldwide nature of the
event saw Dynamite tested by outfits from several continents.
“It was great to race amongst
all of the world class teams that
we often follow the dots of during
other international events. We
were right in the mix and found
ourselves continually being challenged by teams from New Zealand, Japan, Ecuador, USA, France,
South Africa, Argentina, Uruguay
and Australia,” Boote said.
Once the race started, the clock
didn’t stop for the 376 competitors
until they finished.
Teams had to manage their own
sleep, which for Dynamite was
a mere six and a half hours over
their five days of racing. Some
nights the team didn’t sleep at all,
others they got one or two hours
of kip on the side of the trail.
“The sleep deprivation resulted
in us seeing hallucinations, like
ships, amazing rock sculptures and
murals painted on the surrounding
cliffs. But it was all in our imagination,” Rodwell said.

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron
Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

All teams carried GPS trackers
that relayed their exact position
every 15 minutes to the race website.
With constant updates on Facebook profiles during the race, a
large group of Warrandyte friends
and family found themselves affixed to their computers watching
the team’s dot moving around the
course.
“Some of the amazing things we

did and places explored included
white-water rafting the Shoalhaven River, trekking the Budawang
Range and its spectacular cliff
formations, kayaking Jervis Bay,
caving at Bungonia Caves, mountain biking down a cliff at Florence
Head (carrying bikes), boulder
scrambling through the Bungonia
Slot Canyon and coasteering many
of NSW’s picturesque beaches and
coastline. It was truly amazing,”
Vitiritti said.

All in all, it was the experience
that rung most true with the team,
rather than the success.
“The places we travel during the
race made us feel very privileged
as we explored areas where very
few people ever get to,” Rodwell
said.
Teamwork and the camaraderie
in an event like this is critical to
succeed.
“Our teamwork and willingness
to work together allowed us to per-

Mowing
&

Yoga, meditation
& creative dance

Gardening

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children
5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

form better than many other highly
ranked international teams.”
Dynamite – Belgravia Leisure
came 28th out of a field of over 94
teams and reached the finish five
days six hours after the starting
gun.
“We are very satisfied to come
away from such a large World
Championships as the fifth-best
placed Aussie team and 28th overall was better than we expected,”
said Rodwell.

All aspects of
gardening,
brushcutting,
chainsaw & odd jobs

on labour only.

bhavacentre@gmail.com

0408 592 795
or 5786 5666

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au
warrandytevet.com.au

Start Hearing Better
AFFORDABLE & STRESS-FREE
hearing solutions to improve your life!

Hypnotherapy & Healing
Are you stuck? Confused? Needing to find direction?
Caught up in compulsive or addictive patterns? Need to quit
smoking? Or to lose weight? Depressed, anxious, & wanting
change? Needing change but unsure how to proceed?

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

Hypnotherapy is a safe & effective way
to find the future you want.

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!

Malcolm Dart | Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, Member AHA
Ph 0412 041 402 | LiveYourLightHypnotherapy.com.au

Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

FREE
TO
T R Y!

CALL 9844 5863
for award-winning services
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HOLIDAY
OPENING HOURS

Plastic bag recycling is here
KERBSIDE BIN COLLECTION

CIVIC CENTRE
Civic Drive, Greensborough
Friday 23 December
Monday 26 December
Tuesday 27 December
Wednesday 28 December
Thursday 29 December
Friday 30 December
Monday 2 January
Tuesday 3 January

8.30am-1pm
CLOSED
CLOSED
8.30am-5pm
8.30am-5pm
8.30am-5pm
CLOSED
8.30am-5pm

REUSE SHOP
290 Yan Yean Road, Plenty
Friday 16 December
Saturday 17 December
Sunday 18 December
19 December – 9 January
Friday 13 January

8am–4pm
8am–4pm
CLOSED
CLOSED
8am–4pm
8am–4pm
CLOSED

9am–4pm
9am–4pm
9am–4pm
CLOSED
9am–4pm

2. Put them in a plastic bag (such as those from the supermarket)
3. Tie the bag when full and put it in your recycling bin
4. Do not put individual/loose plastic bags in your recycling bin
5. Keep your hard/rigid plastics and other recycling loose

OPERATIONS CENTRE OFFICE
290 Yan Yean Road, Plenty
Friday 23 December
Monday 26 December
Tuesday 27 December
Wednesday 28 December
Thursday 29 December
Friday 30 December
Monday 2 January
Tuesday 3 January

RECYCLING AND RECOVERY CENTRE
290 Yan Yean Road, Plenty
Friday 23 December
Saturday 24 December
Sunday 25 December
Monday 26 December
Friday 30 December
Saturday 31 December
Sunday 1 and Monday 2 January

plastic in your recycling (yellow lid) bin. How to do this:

Bin collection will remain as normal
over the holiday period, as Christmas
Day and New Year’s Day fall on a weekend.

8.30am–12.30pm
CLOSED
CLOSED
8.30am–4.30pm
8.30am–4.30pm
8.30am–4.30pm
CLOSED
8.30am–4.30pm

To get you started, we sent households an information pack with instructional
bags in November. If you didn’t receive it, simply use the above instructions or
contact us and we’ll send you a pack.

Bags and ﬂexible plastics,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not include:

plastic shopping bags
plastic packaging from groceries like bread,
rice, pasta, toilet paper and frozen foods
inner cereal/biscuit wraps
clean cling wrap and freezer bags
plastic wrapping from appliances
plastic postal bags and bubble wrap

•

•
•
•
•

silver-lined
packaging such as
chip and chocolate
wrappers
paper dockets
garbage or food
polystyrene
nappies

LIVING & LEARNING CENTRES
Eltham – 739 Main Road, Eltham
Closes 11am Tuesday 20 December 2016
Reopens 9am Monday 9 January 2017

at the recycling facility, where they will be sent off to make new products such as
into packaging.

Diamond Creek – 119 Cowin Street,
Diamond Creek
Closes 3pm Thursday 15 December 2016
Reopens 9am Monday 30 January 2017

recycle plastic bags in the recycling bin, which will help reduce the amount of

Panton Hill – 18 Bishops Road, Panton Hill
Closes 1pm Wednesday 14 December 2016
Reopens 9am Monday 30 January 2017

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

If you reuse your plastic bags for other things or avoid plastic bags/packaging
when shopping, continue to do this as it is even better than recycling.

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au

WARRANDYTE bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷

painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135

Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.

PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom, self
contained, beachside apartment for
rent. A/C & ceiling fans. Heated pool/
spa. 2minswalkfromFourMileBeach.
Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.

WANT A MINI AD?
Call Briony
9844 0555

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia
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Be Fire
Ready.
THE REASONS ARE
BLACK AND WHITE.

Fire Action Week
The Right Time To Prepare

December 2016

1. Plan what you’ll do in the event of a fire, talk
to your household and know where to access
information on high risk days.
2. Keep grass short. Fire can ignite and travel quickly
through long grass.
3. Get rid of dry grass, leaves, twigs and loose bark
around your home.
4. Remove or prune shrubs near windows and well
away from branches of mature trees.
5. Cut back overhanging tree branches close to
property – no branches within 10 metres.
6. Keep gutters and roof areas clear of leaf litter
(if you are physically able to).
7. Remove all materials from around the home
that could burn, such as boxes, furniture
and woodpiles.

emergency.vic.gov.au I VicEmergency app - launching November
Authorised by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne
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Footy girls are here

By JENNET URE

NEXT year is set to be ground
breaking for women’s football
Australia-wide, following the inception of the National Women’s
competition.
Many community clubs are following suit, placing an emphasis
on boosting and developing a
culture of female football at their
organisation.
Warrandyte Junior Football
Club is no exception, looking to
field a number of girls’ teams in
2017.
About 40 girls across all age
groups attended the WJFC Girls’
footy open day at Warrandyte Reserve on November 20.
Eugene Hanson, the WJFC Colts

coach and a number of club leaders and Colts players ran training
drills, which were completed with
intense determination, despite
very hot conditions.
The girls were extremely impressive and due to the growing
nature of the code, WJFC is
pleased to offer young girls in the
community the chance to play organised football across a range of
age groups.
If you are interested in being
part of youth girls football at
WJFC email me at secretary@warrandytejfc.org
Pictures: JENNY TREWELLA
(Trewella Sports Photography)

Super season
for netballers

By MEAGHAN CROSS

OUR Under 9s and Under 11s played
their final games of the Spring season last month while their more senior club mates battled through semi
finals (11 teams!) and some reached
grand finals played on the weekend
(after the Diary went to print).
The newly formed Under 9s team
had a great season learning and developing new netball skills, making
lots of new friends and scoring their
first ever goal – there was much excitement from the girls and of course
a loud cheer from our parents/
coaches on the side lines that day.
Our four Under 11s teams had
great success with three teams finishing in the top four.
New A-Line dress
Off the court, the club is generously supported by the Warrandyte
Community Bank, Grand Hotel
Warrandyte, and Warrandyte and Regent Sports. The club cannot thank
the generosity of the Warrandyte
Community Bank and Grand Hotel
enough. Their 2016/2017 grants
have allowed our club to introduce
a new A-Line dress which will be introduced in the 2017 winter season.
Umpire news
The club also congratulates Jessie
Thomas Connor (aka JTC or TC) on
recently receiving her Umpiring B
badge in November.
Jessie (right with umpire director
Terry Pieper) started playing netball
when she was eight years old with

Panthers on the prowl

East Doncaster Netball Club. In 2011,
Jessie moved clubs and commenced
playing and umpiring with WNC.
“TC” not only umpires at Waverley, the Saturday competition at
Templestowe and at school, but she
also plays Open A with the WNC and
Open 4s with DDNA.
Her netball and umpiring talents
have won a wide range of accolades
from the WNC including Most Valuable Player Award, 2015 WNC Junior
Club Captain, 2016 DDNA Umpires
Award, Accredited C Badge Tester
and has participated in the Umpire
B Development Squad at Waverley.
Well done TC!.

Under 15s rep netball
The Warrandyte Netball Club
congratulates Ashlea and Olivia
Cross (pictured above left) on being
selected to represent Victoria at
the Indoor National Federation of
Australia - Junior Nationals (Under
15s Panthers team) last week.
2017 registrations open
The 2017 Winter season will be
commencing mid-February next
year.
If you are interested in playing with
the WNC in 2017 send an email to
our club by December 15: warrandytenetball@y7mail.com

LITTLE kids, big kids (Dads), and
family and friends converged
on the Park Orchards BMX Club
recently as riders were spinning
wheels at a furious pace around
the course as the Diary was on
hand to capture some of the
action on camera. The Panthers
strut their stuff at Stintons Reserve on Saturdays from February to November. Visit popbmx.
com.au or email president@
popbmx.com.au
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Run Warrandyte run
By JAMES POYNER

REGISTRATION for Warrandyte’s
annual running event Run Warrandyte opens this month.
For 2017, Run Warrandyte have
partnered up with the charity Stop.
One Punch Can Kill. All runners
will be given the option to raise
money for this charity. As an added incentive, Run Warrandyte has
added a team based fundraising
element.
“We hope that the community
really engages with this team element”, said David Dyason of the
Run Warrandyte Committee. “On
the day, the team that has raised
the most money will receive prizes.”
Stop. One Punch Can Kill was set

up after the death of David Cassai
in 2012. Mr Cassai attended Warrandyte High School as a teenager
and he was often seen supporting
the Bloods.
“We chose this charity because
it is very close to the communities
sporting heart. Stop. One Punch
Can Kill works very hard to maintain awareness on the dangers of
violent behaviour and I think it is
a cause that people in Warrandyte
would like to support,” said Mr
Dyason.
Like the 2016 event, Run Warrandyte will feature the Under 8s
Kids Run and the 2.2K run/walk as
well as the 5k, 10k and 15k lapped
course which will again include
a trail section in the Pound Bend
reserve.

“The off-road section added an
extra challenge…feedback from
runners was positive so we have
decided to keep it for 2017,” said
Claire Jones of the Run Warrandyte
committee.
The Grand Hotel Warrandyte Gift,
a 100 metre handicapped sprint, is
back for a second year. In 2016, the
handicapping system produced
an exciting final last year and with
complimentary entry available
upon registration to all distance
runners, the Run Warrandyte committee is excited about the 2017
Gift.
“The Grand Hotel Warrandyte
Gift, especially the final, was the
most exciting part of the day last
year,” said Mr Dyason. “We are
expecting bigger numbers for the

Grand Hotel Gift in 2017, it will
be very exciting and is not to be
missed.”
The heat of summer and the
hills of Warrandyte makes the Run
Warrandyte course fun but challenging.
Run Warrandyte has partnered
with a number of local personal
trainers who will be running bootcamps and training sessions to get
runners in shape for March. Full
details of when these are happening will be available on the Run
Warrandyte Facebook page.
The advice and training on offer
for 2017 includes training and dietary plans for runners by RivvaPT
and local running group, the River
Runners, will be hosting regular social runs to help participants meet

fellow runners and gain some valuable insight about the course.
The Run Warrandyte committee
is keen to turn Run Warrandyte
into a celebration of sport and is
anticipating an extensive events
village where local businesses,
sports clubs, personal trainers and
community groups will pitch up to
keep both runners and spectators
engaged throughout the morning.
“We want Run Warrandyte to be
more than just a fun run, we want
it to be a great day out for all the
family,” said Mr Dyason.
Run Warrandyte will be held on
March 5. For more information on
registration, training events and
offers check out the Warrandyte
Sporting Club’s website or the Run
Warrandyte Facebook page.

Aths head coach rewarded
By ED MUNKS

healthbarmelbourne

Specialty food & coffee

Micky’s Fitness
______________________

LONG-TIME East Doncaster athletics favourite Peter Sharpe took on a major role
outside the local organisation in November.
Appointed as head (multi class) coach for
Team VIC at the SSA National Athletics
Championships, Sharpe took his talents to
the Olympic Stadium in Homebush, Sydney,
from November 25-29.
Sharpe was approached by State Schools
Victoria to fill a voluntary mentoring and
coaching role at the recent state championships, in particular to mentor young athletes
with disabilities. Following on from the state
meet, several athletes qualified for the nationals where Peter was privileged enough
to be selected to train and subsequently
coach these young stars at the home of the
Sydney Olympics.
A para-athlete coach for several years in
addition to his other coaching roles, Sharpe
considered the opportunity a massive honour.
“The multi class kids have taught me that
disability is not a barrier to success. Success
is the desire to achieve the best out of yourself. I have found that some able-bodied kids
(and adults) can easily find excuses to not
do things, but most of my multi class kids
always find excuses to try new things, no
matter how difficult they may seem,” Sharpe
said.
Multi class athletics allows integration
for young primary aged kids with a myriad
of disabilities to train and compete with
able-bodied kids. Sharpe, who has been the
coaching director at Doncaster Little Athletics Centre for many years, has steadily been
growing his reputation as a fantastic athletic
coach and mentor.
Over the past few years Sharpe has been
contracted to oversee the track and field
teams for three of Victoria’s most prestigious schools, including Scotch College.
Sharpe’s work in Sydney is a voluntary
position and in a testament to Peter’s character, he also coaches three nights a week
at the Doncaster track for no remuneration.
Along with this, Sharpe somehow finds time
to coach the WJFC U14 football side and is
the race director for the Warrandyte Gift.
Extremely committed to improving the
athletics program, Sharpe’s ultimate goal is
to become a full time coach/mentor and de-

veloper before, during and after school programs to provide a better benefit for kids,
athletically inclined or otherwise.
On the track in November, East Doncaster
competed in the EMR relay championships,
the qualifying event for the state championships. Two local brothers, Lauchie and Matt
“The Fast” Parrott, both qualified for the
state champs in their respective age groups.
Lauchie placed fourth in the 4x100,
claimed a bronze medal in the U14/15 EMR
medley team and qualified for the states in
the 4x200m, after finishing fourth with a time
of 1.55.53 secs.
Meanwhile “The Fast” Parrott won a silver
medal in the 4x100m and two gold medals in
the mixed sex 4x100m (54.77 secs) and 4 x
200 (1.56 secs), qualifying for state racing in
all three events.
In the Victorian Secondary Schools Track
& Field Championships at Lakeside Park,
Eve Parry qualified for the semi-finals of the
200m with a time of 29.05 secs, while Parrott
flock were also active again. Hugh Parrott
was a finalist in the U16 400m event, Matt
competed in the U14 100m and 400m ties,
while Lauchie battled in the 100m, Long
Jump and Triple jump events.
For more information on joining East Doncaster Little Athletics Club contact director
of coaching Peter Sharpe on 0413 777 107 or
Piri Edwards on 0419 702 691.
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Arrested development
Our Sherriff bails them up with bat and ball

By RYAN HOIBERG

AT the end of November all six
Warrandyte Cricket Club senior
teams are well placed in the Top 4
after some scintillating team and
individual player performances.
The First X1 had a strong win
over Ainslie Park, with Ayrton
Dehmel making short work of the
attack, scoring a dominant 118 not
out to guide Warrandyte to victory.
This win was followed up with a
hard fought victory against a very
committed Norwood.
On Day 1, with Warrandyte four
wickets down for not many, club
coach Jake Sherriff came to the
wicket and put on a batting masterclass, scoring 101 and steering
the team to 274 at the close of
play.
Week 2 saw Norwood work hard
to chase down Warrandyte’s big
score and gave it a real nudge, but
the bowlers fought back with Sherriff playing the pivotal role in restricting Norwoods’s chase to 257.
The Bloods leader finished with
7/65 off 25 overs, placing himself in
the history books as the only First
X1 player in the club’s existence
to score a century and take seven
wickets in the same game at Warrandyte Reserve.
The Second XI had mixed results
in November with one win and a
narrow loss. The young team, led
well by stalwart Campbell Holland, is developing into a strong
unit and will no doubt continue
to improve as the season unfolds.
Notable highlights came from Tom
Ellis bagging 5/48 and Darcy Poole
compiling a stylish 87 in the match
against Kilsyth.
The Third XI stumbled against
Norwood, but had solid wins in
two games against North Ringwood.
In the first match against the
Bulls, Tyson Brent followed up his

Cricket juniors
are underway
By JANIE LAWSON

AFTER an interrupted start to
the season due to the continuous
wet weather, Warrandyte Cricket Club juniors have finally got
their season underway.
The 2016-17 season sees over
100 boys and girls playing cricket for Warrandyte, totalling nine
teams ranging from Under 10s
through to Under 16s.
Cricketing skills are improving every week due to the appointment of juniors coaching
coordinator Andy Wilgose. Andy
in partnership with the juniors
coaching team is concentrating
on skill development including
catching, running between the
wickets and wicket keeping.
Once again several Warrandyte
players have been chosen to
Round 2 century with 62 and was
well supported by Luke Warren
on 45, while Tom Ellis and Brady
Poole shared the bowling honours.
The second match was a much
closer affair, but Warrandyte
claimed the points after chasing
down North Ringwood’s 169, due
to Simon Bowyer scoring 42 after
Dan Barry had taken 4/36.
The Fourth XI came out blazing
in November with a big outright
win against Lilydale. Some of the
old boys wound back time - skipper Dean Gidley and Cameron Day
starred with the bat and Steve
Warr captured 7/48 to rout the opposition.
In a strange fixture, the club
played Lilydale again in the month,

play representative cricket for
the Ringwood District Cricket
Association.
We are very proud of Max McLean, Ben Jackson and brothers
Chris and Isaac Rakuscek on
their recent RDCA selection. The
club also congratulates Brady
with similar results. This time
Steve Goddard and Simon Bowyer
performed with the bat and Dean
Gidley was dangerous with the
ball.
Both the Fifth and Sixth XIs were
undefeated throughout November,
due to a combination of excellent
cricket and a couple of byes. Supported by a few crafty old heads,
Warrandyte’s youngsters make up
the bulk of these sides, with many
junior cricketers also playing senior matches.
In November, Lachie Haberfield,
Tom Jackson and Jake Stubbs all
made senior debuts, becoming
part of the Sixth XI. Harry Brown
had a great month with both bat
and ball and made scores of 34

Poole for making the Outer
Eastern Region’s rep team. Well
done boys.
Keep an eye on the Juniors
Facebook page (Warrandyte
Junior Cricket Club) for match
results, player highlights and
club news.
and 42 not out, while Bailey Thomas also showed his worth with a
match winning 50 and 3/12 against
Bayswater Park.
Match results:
First X1
Warrandyte 3/181 d Ainslie Park 176
(Jake Sherriff 4/26, Ayrton Dehmel
118*)
Warrandyte 9/274 d Norwood 10/257
(Jake Sherriff 101 and 7/65, Justin
Cleaves 46 and 3/61)
Second X1
Bye
Warrandyte 208 d by Kilsyth 9/214
(Tom Ellis 5/48, Darcy Poole 87, Tim
Nilsson 35, Dan Nilsson 31)
Third X1
Warrandyte 252 d North Ringwood
104 (Tyson Brent 62, Luke Warren 45,

Tom Ellis 3/17, Brady Poole 2/14)
Warrandyte 71 d by Norwood 4/76
(Stuart Smead 2/5, Aaron Closs 2/15)
Warrandyte 7/172 d North Ringwood
7/169 (Dan Barry 4/36, Simon Bowyer
42)
Fourth X1
Warrandyte 179 & 1/87 d Lilydale 113
& 148 (Cameron Day 59 & 54, Dean
Gidley 55*, Steve Warr 7/48)
Warrandyte 3/227 d Lilydale 8/165
(Steve Goddard 68, Simon Bowyer
63, Dean Gidley 3/15)
Warrandyte 3/205 d by South Warrandyte 5/313 (Dan Wellesley 69*)
Fifth XI
Bye
Warrandyte 3/128 d St Andrews
5/126 (Harry Brown 34)
Bye
Sixth X1
Warrandyte 262 tied with Chirnside
Park 262 (Greg Warren 79, Damian
Closs 3/48)
Warrandyte 5/188 d Bayswater Park
1/131 (Stephen Grocott 46)
Warrandyte 7/214 d Bayswater Park
7/210 (Bailey Thomas 50*, Harry
Brown 42*, Bailey Thomas 3/12)

Council rescues baby Hawks
By FRANS BROUWER

MANNINGHAM City Council are
the heroes of the hour in the eyes
of South Warrandyte Cricket Club,
twice coming to the rescue during
October. Three days before the
start of the season, the club nominated a fourth U12 team.
Finding a match day ground
wasn’t a problem, but the new
team could not be squeezed into
Colman Reserve on training nights
alongside seven other junior teams
and four senior sides.
However, inside 24 hours, the
council’s sports liaison and development officer, Zac Anver, was
able to arrange a Monday night
slot at Stintons Reserve.
Anver came to the fore again
when vandals entered Colman Reserve early in the morning of Saturday October 22. The perpetrators

deposited pieces of a car on the
pitch and drove deep wheelies all
over the ground. Oil from the pieces had seeped into the pitch and
surrounds, but thankfully damage
did not disrupt play. However, this
was only because all junior and
senior matches were cancelled due
to heavy rain during the previous
few days and on the weekend.
Anver arranged for council staff
to attend that morning and by
Tuesday night they had removed
the car pieces, soaked up much
of the oil and rolled the ground.
Normal training resumed and the
ground was in relatively good
condition leading up to matches
on the Friday night and Saturday.
Council staff have attended twice
since then to mop up oil that has
been weeping up to the surface.
The weather has not been kind

so far this season and two match
days during October were washed
out for seniors. It has been worse
for some of the junior teams, but
that has not prevented several fine
performances.
Alex Cattanach was a Hawks
Junior before stints at Croydon
sub-district club and Fitzroy Doncaster premier club. In his debut
for the First XI, he returned figures
of 8 overs 5/32. Alex followed up
with 4/24 in Round 2 and 6/43 in
Round 4. In his debut as the Second XI Captain in Round 1, Troy
Donis recovered from a spanking
in his fourth over to take four
of the last five wickets for seven
runs in his next two overs. 5/42
in Round 3 was enough to propel
him into his first match in the First
XI, where he took 1/3 in five tidy
overs.

In Round 2, Jake Sammartino
bowled 16 economical overs for a
return of 5/18 for the Second XI to
help bowl out Warranwood for 157.
A washout the following week prevented the team from completing
its mission.
The batsmen have performed
poorly, but Jackson Braunthal
has been a standout in seniors
and U16s. After scores of 32, 42
and 32no in D Grade, he debuted
in the Second XI with a duck, but
followed up in the second innings
with 50. His U16 scores have increased in each round – 11, 19, 24,
37 and 119 rt no (average of 52.5).
Another player performing well
in juniors and seniors has been
11-year-old Kyan Brasher – son of
club legend and life member Scott
Brasher. Kyan plays U12-1s (with
top scores of 14 rt no and 11 rt no)

By TONY HONEYBORNE

dent Nadia Harding, creating six
teams of six players, ideally three
men and three women per side.
In the past, team names have
varied from Melbourne Cup winners or famous movies, but the recent animal styled titles may have
been inspired by the clubs resident Kookaburra, who has been
swooping bugs around the court
lights regularly on Mondays.
Team names haven’t been
locked in, but one theme that will
never be considered for outfits
are sheep stations.
Almerta or Dunluce make great

titles, but simply put, Monday
night tennis is designed to provide a social harmony, with no
players playing for sheep stations.
The competition enjoys a strong
following but there is always
room for new blood.
Played as a junior then retired
the racket? Recently taken a
lesson or two? Happy to be an
emergency and play every now
and then? Why not give it a go
and put your name down for the
Autumn 2017 season.
Interested players can contact
Nadia Harding on 0410 301 164.

and U14-4s (with scores of 7, 40,
16 rt no, 54 and 30 – an average
of 37). His best junior bowling
performance to date has been
3/8. Kyan’s senior debut was in F
Grade, and he came on to bowl to
a pair sharing a 150+ partnership
to that point. Off his fifth legal
delivery, he had a player on 96
caught, and the incoming batsman
dropped by the keeper next ball.
The club is fielding two Over 40
teams – both playing in the same
grade. The match between them
on February 19 is keenly awaited.
In the meantime, Dale Owen, Paul
Milne, Steve Scott and Grant Hooper have all reached 40, and Darren
Johnson missed narrowly by one
run. The best of the bowlers have
been Steve “Griz” Russell with
2/28, Richard Cutler 2/32 and Cameron Hubbard 2/37.

Feathers are the flavour at tennis
BANANAQUIT, Lipizzaner and
Black Sicklebill aren’t usually
words associated with tennis, but
to any Monday night social player
from Warrandyte Tennis Club,
these names are highly relevant.
These bird and horse varieties
are recent examples of team
names for the upcoming Monday
Night Social Intra Club Competition.
Twice a year (in early February
and July) social competition rosters are drawn up by vice-presi-
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